**Sanctions program**: Situation in der Ukraine: Verordnung vom 4. März 2022 über Massnahmen im Zusammenhang mit der Situation in der Ukraine (SR 946.231.176.72), Anhänge 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 und 25

**Origin**: EU Sanctions: Art 15 Abs. 1 und 4 (Finanzsanktionen) und Art. 29 Abs. 1 (Ein- und Durchreiseverbot), Anhang 8

**Sanctions program**: Situation en Ukraine: Ordonnance du 4 mars 2022 instituant des mesures en lien avec la situation en Ukraine (RS 946.231.176.72), annexes 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 et 25

**Origin**: EU Sanctions: art. 15 al. 1 et 4 (Sanctions financières) et art. 29 al. 1 (Interdiction de séjour et de transit), annexe 8

**Sanctions program**: Situazione in Ucraina: Ordinanza del 4 marzo 2022 che istituisce provvedimenti in relazione alla situazione in Ucraina (RS 946.231.176.72), allegati 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 e 25

**Origin**: EU Sanctions: art. 15 cpv. 1 e 4 (Sanzioni finanziarie) e art. 29 cpv. 1 (Divieto di entrata e di transito) allegato 8

**Listed**

**Individuals**

**SSID**: 175-57708 **Name**: Aboutalebi Yousef

**Sex**: M **DOB**: 29 May 1983 **Nationality**: Iran

**Justification**: a) Yousef Aboutalebi is the managing director of EU-listed Oje Parvaz Mado Nafar Company (Mado), an Iran-based company specialised in manufacturing Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) components and in importing and exporting commercial goods. b) Mado is affiliated with the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC). Through Mado, Aboutalebi has procured UAV engines destined for military use by the IRGC and IRGC-linked entities. c) Engines manufactured by Mado were found in Iranian Shahed-136 UAVs used by the Russian Federation in the war of aggression against Ukraine. d) Therefore, Yousef Aboutalebi is supporting actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information**: Position: Managing Director of Oje Parvaz Mado Nafar Company (Mado) **Modifications**: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID**: 175-57718 **Name**: Balali Ali Reza

**Sex**: M **Nationality**: Iran

**Justification**: a) Brigadier General Ali Reza Balali is an Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) officer and counsellor to the EU-listed chief of the IRGC Aerospace Force (IRGC AF), Amir Ali Hajizadeh. b) Balali has organised and promoted an event to display and train with military Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in Kashan, Iran in Aug 2022, to which Russian forces were invited and in which they participated. In so doing, he supported Russian forces in using Iranian UAVs in the Russian war of aggression against Ukraine. c) Therefore, Brigadier General Ali Reza Balali is supporting actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information**: a) Rank: Brigadier General b) Position: Officer and counsellor to the chief of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Aerospace Force (IRGC AF), Amir Ali Hajizadeh **Modifications**: Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-57727 Name: Mehrabi Abdollah
Sex: M DOB: 22 Dec 1961 Nationality: Iran
Justification: a) Brigadier General Abdollah Mehrabi is the head of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Aerospace Force (IRGC AF) Research and Self-Sufficiency Jihad Organization and former co-owner of EU-listed Oje Parvaz Mado Naafar Company (Mado). b) Mehrabi has procured Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) engines from Mado for use by the IRGC AF Research and Self-Sufficiency Jihad Organization. Engines manufactured by Mado were found in Iranian Shahed-136 UAVs used by the Russian Federation in the war of aggression against Ukraine. c) Therefore, Brigadier General Abdollah Mehrabi is supporting actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Rank: Brigadier General b) Position: Head of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Aerospace Force (IRGC AF) Research and Self-Sufficiency Jihad Organization Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57737 Name: Vahedi Hamid
Sex: M Nationality: Iran
Justification: a) Brigadier General Hamid Vahedi is the Commander-in-Chief of the Iranian Air Force. b) In this position, he is involved in decision-making concerning the Iranian Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) programme, UAV exports and defence cooperation with the Russian Federation in this area, all of which have led to Iranian UAVs being used by the Russian Federation in the war of aggression against Ukraine. c) Therefore, Brigadier General Hamid Vahedi is supporting actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Rank: Brigadier General b) Position: Commander-in-Chief of the Iranian Air Force Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57792 Name: Kavdzharadze Maxim Gennadyevich Spelling variant: КАВДЖАРАДЗЕ Максим Геннадьевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 10 Jun 1969 POB: Moscow, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Maxim Kavdzharadze is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People's Republic, the Luhansk People's Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57799 Name: Noskov Vasiliy Viktorovich Spelling variant: НОСКОВ Василий Викторович (Russian)
Justification: Vasiliy Viktorovich Noskov is a representative of the Russian authorities who has recently been appointed as deputy Minister of Culture, Sports and Youth of the so-called ‘Luhansk People’s Republic’ (LPR) in Ukraine. His appointment is largely seen as part, of a broader move by Russia to place trusted Russian officials in key positions in Ukraine, as a step that contributed to the annexation of the occupied territories. From his position, as well as his recent statements glorifying the Russian war effort, it follows that Noskov actively supports, justifies and defends the war of aggression against Ukraine. He is therefore
responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57806 **Name:** Kanokov Arsen Bashirovich **Spelling variant:** КАНОКОВ Арсен Баширович (Russian)
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 22 Feb 1957 **POB:** Shitkhala, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Arsen Kanokov is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57814 **Name:** Kurashov Denis Sergeevich **Spelling variant:** КУРАШОВ Денис Сергеевич (Russian)
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 31 May 1978 **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Denis Sergeevich Kurashov has been appointed Deputy Minister of Communications of the so-called People’s Republic of Donetsk (DPR) by the Russian government. As part of the so-called government of the illegally annexed Oblast of Donetsk, he is involved in separatist activities and responsible for the organisation of a referendum for Donetsk to become a part of Russia. Therefore, he is responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57820 **Name:** Shmelev Dmitriy Vladimirovich **Spelling variant:** ШМЕЛЕВ Дмитрий Владимирович (Russian)
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 1981 **POB:** Gelendzhik, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Dmitriy Shmelev has been appointed Minister of Revenue of the so-called People’s Republic of Donetsk (DPR) by the Russian government. As part of the so-called government of the illegally annexed Oblast of Donetsk he is involved in separatist activities and responsible for the organisation of a referendum for Donetsk to become a part of Russia. Therefore, he is responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57828 **Name:** Kress Viktor Melkhiorovich **Spelling variant:** КРЕСС Виктор Мельхиорович (Russian)
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 16 Nov 1948 **POB:** Antropovo, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Viktor Kress is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022
Timur Samatov has been appointed Minister of Industry and Trade of the so-called People’s Republic of Luhansk by the Russian government. As part of the so-called government of the illegally annexed Oblast of Luhansk, he is involved in separatist activities and responsible for the organisation of a referendum for Luhansk to become a part of Russia. Therefore, he is responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

Sergey Lukin is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

Konstantin Vladimirovich Zavizenov has been appointed Minister of Energy of the so-called People’s Republic of Luhansk by the Russian government. As part of the so-called government of the illegally annexed Oblast of Luhansk, he is involved in separatist activities and responsible for the organisation of a referendum for Luhansk to become a part of Russia. Therefore, he is responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

Vitaliy Nazarenko is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

Vitaliy Nazarenko is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

Larisa Buranova is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and
Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, she has supported and implemented actions and policies which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57873 Name: Umakhanov Iliyas Magomed-Salamovich Spelling variant: УМАХАНОВ Ильяс Магомед-Саламович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 27 Mar 1957 POB: Makhachkala, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Iliyas Umakhanov is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57882 Name: Volotskov Aleksey Anatolyevich Spelling variant: ВОЛОЦКОВ Алексей Анатольевич (Russian)
Justification: Aleksey Volotskov is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57890 Name: Greshnevikov Anatoly Nikolayevich Spelling variant: ГРЕШНЕВИКОВ Анатолий Николаевич (Russian)
DOB: 29 Aug 1956 POB: Krasnodubrovsky, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Anatoly Greshnevikov is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57898 Name: Denisov Andrey Ivanovich Spelling variant: ДЕНИСОВ Андрей Иванович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 3 Oct 1952 POB: Kharkiv, Ukraine Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Andrey Denisov is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-57905 Name: Gulin Maxim Alexeyevich Spelling variant: ГУЛИН Максим Алексеевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 16 May 1997 POB: Kopeysk, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Maxim Gulin is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57913 Name: Zhukov Alexander Arkadyevich Spelling variant: ЖУКОВ Александр Аркадьевич (Russian)
Justification: Alexander Zhukov is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57921 Name: Gutenev Vladimir Vladimirovich Spelling variant: ГУТЕНЕВ Владимир Владимирович (Russian)
Justification: Vladimir Gutenev is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57929 Name: Drapeko Elena Grigoryevna Spelling variant: ДРАПЕКО Елена Григорьевна (Russian)
Justification: Elena Drapeko is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, she has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57937 Name: Nekrasov Alexander Nikolayevich Spelling variant: НЕКРАСОВ Александр Николаевич (Russian)
Justification: Alexander Nekrasov is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s...
Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-57945  **Name:** Zavalny Pavel Nikolayevich  **Spelling variant:** ЗАВАЛЬНЫЙ Павел Николаевич (Russian)
**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 11 Aug 1961  **POB:** Khotkovo, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Pavel Zavalny is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-57953  **Name:** Panchenko Igor Vladimirovich  **Spelling variant:** ПАНЧЕНКО Игорь Владимирович (Russian)
**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 18 May 1963  **POB:** Aleksin, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Igor Panchenko is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-57961  **Name:** Zavarzin Viktor Mikhailovich  **Spelling variant:** ЗАВАРЗИН Виктор Михайлович (Russian)
**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 28 Nov 1948  **POB:** Zaoleshenka, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Viktor Zavarzin is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-57969  **Name:** Zanko Olga Nikolayevna  **Spelling variant:** ЗАНКО Ольга Николаевна (Russian)
**DOB:** 5 May 1990  **POB:** Borisoglebsk, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Olga Zanko is a member of the State Duma who on 3 October 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, she has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-57977 Name: Sheptyi Viktor Anatolyevich Spelling variant: ШЕПТИЙ Виктор Анатольевич (Russian)
Justification: Viktor Sheptyi is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57984 Name: Kobylkin Dmitry Nikolaevich Spelling variant: КОБЫЛКИН Дмитрий Николаевич (Russian)
Justification: Dmitry Kobylkin is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57991 Name: Shokin Andrey Stanislavovich Spelling variant: ШОХИН Андрей Станиславович (Russian)
Justification: Andrey Shokin is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57999 Name: Kuznetsov Eduard Anatolyevich Spelling variant: КУЗНЕЦОВ Эдуард Анатольевич (Russian)
Justification: Eduard Kuznetsov is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58007 Name: Novikov Vladimir Mikhailovich Spelling variant: НОВИКОВ Владимир Михайлович (Russian)
Justification: Vladimir Novikov is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and
Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58014 **Name:** Lyubimov Nikolay Viktorovich **Spelling variant:** ЛЮБИМОВ Николай Викторович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 21 Nov 1971  
**POB:** Kaluga, Russian Federation  
**Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Nikolay Lyubimov is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58022 **Name:** Nuriev Marat Abdulkaevich **Spelling variant:** НУРИЕВ Марат Абдулхаевич (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 14 May 1966  
**POB:** Shemyakovo, Russian Federation  
**Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Marat Nuriev is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58030 **Name:** Chizhov Vladimir Alexeyevich **Spelling variant:** ЧИЖОВ Владимир Алексеевич (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 3 Dec 1953  
**POB:** Moscow, Russian Federation  
**Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Vladimir Chizhov is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58037 **Name:** Sablin Dmitry Vadimovich **Spelling variant:** САБЛИН Дмитрий Вадимович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 5 Sep 1968  
**POB:** Mariupol, Ukraine  
**Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Dmitry Sablin is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-58044 Name: Shenderyuk-Zhidkov Alexander Vladimirovich Spelling variant: ШЕНДЕРЮК- ЖИДКОВ Александр Владимирович (Russian)
Justification: Alexander Shenderyuk-Zhidkov is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58051 Name: Solomatina Tatyana Vasilievna Spelling variant: СОЛОМАТИНА Татьяна Васильевна (Russian)
Justification: Tatyana Solomatina is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, she has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58059 Name: Svintrsov Andrey Nikolayevich Spelling variant: СВИНЦОВ Андрей Николаевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 12 Nov 1978 POB: Moscow, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Andrey Svintrsov is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58066 Name: Radayev Valery Vasilyevich Spelling variant: РАДАЕВ Валерий Васильевич (Russian)
Justification: Valery Radayev is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58074 Name: Tereshkova Valentina Vladimirovna Spelling variant: ТЕРЕШКОВА Валентина Владимировна (Russian)
**Justification:** Valentina Tereshkova is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, she has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58087 **Name:** Rusakov Alexander Ilyich **Spelling variant:** РУСАКОВ Александр Ильич (Russian) **Sex:** M **DOB:** 30 Sep 1959 **POB:** Yaroslavl, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Alexander Rusakov is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58105 **Name:** Terentyev Alexander Mikhailovich **Spelling variant:** ТЕРЕНТЬЕВ Александр Михайлович (Russian) **Sex:** M **DOB:** 13 Jan 1961 **POB:** Verkhny Uslon, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Alexander Terentyev is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58113 **Name:** Tolmachev Alexander Romanovich **Spelling variant:** ТОЛМАЧЕВ Александр Романович (Russian) **Sex:** M **DOB:** 7 Apr 1993 **POB:** Lukhovitsy, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Alexander Tolmachev is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58123 **Name:** Ivanov Sergey Pavlovich **Spelling variant:** ИВАНОВ Сергей Павлович (Russian) **Sex:** M **DOB:** 19 Apr 1952 **POB:** St. Petersburg (f.k.a. Leningrad), Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Sergey Ivanov is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their
admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58130 **Name:** Udaltsova Anastasia Olegovna **Spelling variant:** УДАЛЬЦОВА Анастасия Олеговна (Russian)  
**Sex:** W **DOB:** 2 Sep 1978 **POB:** Cherkasy, Ukraine **Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Anastasia Udaltsova is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, she has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58138 **Name:** Umakhanov Saygidpasha Darbishevich **Spelling variant:** УМАХАНОВ Сайгидпаша Дарбишевич (Russian)  
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 3 Apr 1962 **POB:** Burtunay, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Saygidpasha Umakhanov is a member of the State Duma who on 3 Oct 2022 voted in favour of the illegal annexation of the regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, and their incorporation into the Russian Federation as federal subjects. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58146 **Name:** Abramchenko Viktoria Valerievna **Spelling variant:** АБРАМЧЕНКО Виктория Валериевна (Russian)  
**Sex:** W **DOB:** 22 May 1975 **POB:** Chernogorsk, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** a) Viktoria Valerievna Abramchenko is a Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation, responsible for Agro-Industrial Complex, Natural Resources and Ecology. Responsible for agricultural production, including grain, and in charge of assisting with standing up to sanctions imposed against Russia. In this role, she has overseen efforts to divert grain from Ukraine, without Ukraine’s agreement, and is responsible for organising events with the direct participation of representatives of illegally annexed Crimea. b) In taking on and acting in this capacity, she is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58155 **Name:** Avdeeva Elena Osipovna **Spelling variant:** АВДЕЕВА Елена Осиповна (Russian)  
**Sex:** W **DOB:** 19 Jul 1968 **POB:** Cherepovets, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Elena Avdeeva is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People’s Republic, the Luhansk People’s Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, she has supported and implemented
actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58162 **Name:** Brilka Sergey Fateyevich **Spelling variant:** БРИЛКА Сергей Фатеевич (Russian)
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 14 Mar 1954 **POB:** Anga, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation
**Justification:** Sergey Brilka is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People's Republic, the Luhansk People's Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58173 **Name:** Vasilenko Dmitry Yuryevich **Spelling variant:** ВАСИЛЕНКО Дмитрий Юрьевич (Russian)
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 11 May 1969 **POB:** Kirishi, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation
**Justification:** Dmitry Vasilenko is a member of the Federation Council who on 4 Oct 2022 ratified the four treaties between the Russian Federation and the Donetsk People's Republic, the Luhansk People's Republic, the Zaporizhzhia region, and the Kherson region, and their admission to the Russian Federation. Therefore, he has supported and implemented actions and policies, which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and further destabilised Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58181 **Name:** Golikova Tatyana Alexeyevna **Spelling variant:** ГОЛИКОВА Татьяна Алексеевна (Russian)
**Sex:** W **DOB:** 9 Feb 1966 **POB:** Mytishchi, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation
**Justification:** a) Tatyana Alexeyevna Golikova is a Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation responsible for social policy, labour, health and pension provision. She is a Presidium member of the Coordinating Council under the Government to meet the needs of the Armed Forces of Russia, other troops, military formations and bodies for Russia’s war against Ukraine. She has participated in and approved the Russian government's decisions on the mobilisation in Russia, by which she has directly supported and been involved in Russia’s war against Ukraine. She is also ultimately responsible for the conduct of Russia’s educational system in the illegally annexed territories of Ukraine. b) In taking on and acting in this capacity, she is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58190 **Name:** Overchuk Alexey Logvinovich **Spelling variant:** ОВЕРЧУК Алексей Логвинович (Russian)
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 9 Dec 1964 **POB:** Korostyshiv, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation
**Justification:** a) Alexey Logvinovich Overchuk is a Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation, responsible for Eurasian integration, cooperation with the Commonwealth of Independent States, BRICS, G20, and international events. In this capacity, he is
responsible for providing Russian budgetary support to Belarus, for the purposes of import substitution, imposed due to Belarus’ support for Russia’s war against Ukraine. Therefore, and with these actions, he is directly involved with Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. b) In taking on and acting in this capacity, he is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58208 Name: Kurenkov Alexander Vyacheslavovich Spelling variant: КУРЕНКОВ Александр Вячеславович (Russian) Sex: M DOB: 2 Jun 1972 POB: Moscow, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation

Justification: a) Alexander Vyacheslavovich Kurenkov is the Minister for Civil Defence, Emergency Situations and Elimination of Consequences of Natural Disasters. Presidium member of the Coordinating Council under the Government to meet the needs of the Armed Forces of Russia, other troops, military formations and bodies for Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. b) In taking on and acting in this capacity, he is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022


Justification: a) Olga Borisovna Lyubimova is the Minister of Culture of the Russian Federation. Under her responsibility, the Ministry has extended both financial resources and programme support to the so-called ‘Donetsk People’s Republic’ and ‘Luhansk People’s Republic’. Several projects undertaken under her guidance aim to integrate those illegally annexed regions of Ukraine into Russia’s cultural scene. She is also indirectly involved with the destruction of Ukraine’s cultural heritage and artefacts, and for lack of efforts to protect the cultural heritage in the now annexed territories. b) In taking on and acting in this capacity, she is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022


Justification: a) Sergey Sergeyevich Kravtsov is the Minister of Education of the Russian Federation. Under his responsibility, the Ministry is aiming to integrate the education system in the illegally annexed regions of Ukraine into one Russian education space. Under his guidance, schools in those areas have been forced to switch over to the Russian curriculum, use educational materials from Russia, and to erase Ukrainian elements from the curriculum. b) In taking on and acting in this capacity, he is responsible for, supporting or implementing
actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58242 **Name:** Falkov Valery Nikolayevich **Spelling variant:** ФАЛЬКОВ Валерий Николаевич (Russian)
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 18 Oct 1978 **POB:** Tyumen, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** a) Valery Nikolayevich Falkov is the Minister of Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation. Under his control, the higher education in the so-called ‘Donetsk People’s Republic’ and ‘Luhansk People’s Republic’ has been incorporated into the Russian education system, and financial provisions have been made to fund science and higher education on the territory of the four illegally annexed regions of Ukraine. b) In this capacity, he is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine.

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58251 **Name:** Chekunkov Alexey Olegovich **Spelling variant:** ЧЕКУНКОВ Алексей Олегович (Russian)
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 3 Oct 1980 **POB:** Minsk, Belarus **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** a) Alexey Olegovich Chekunkov is the Minister for the Development, of the Far East and the Arctic of the Russian Federation. In this role, he has been responsible for the transfer of Ukrainian persons into the, Far East of Russia. Under his control, resources from the Far Eastern, regions of Russia have been used in the so-called ‘Donetsk People’s, Republic’. b) In taking on and acting in this capacity, he is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58259 **Name:** Shadayev Maksut Igoryevich **Spelling variant:** ШАДАЕВ Максут Игоревич (Russian)
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 11 Nov 1979 **POB:** Moskau, Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** a) Maksut Igoryevich Shadayev is Minister of Digital Development, Communications and Mass Communications of the Russian Federation. In this role, and under his responsibility, activities have been undertaken to prepare for the extension of digital and, telecommunications services into the illegally annexed regions of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporzhzhia, to connect them directly to Russia, as well as to the illegally annexed Crimea. The Ministry also assists with the mobilisation, therefore contributing, directly to Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. b) In acting in this capacity, he is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58273 **Name:** Kozlov Alexander Alexandrovich **Spelling variant:** КОЗЛОВ Александр Александрович (Russian)
Justification: Alexander Alexandrovich Kozlov is the Minister of Natural Resources and Ecology of the Russian Federation. He is in charge of developing and implementing policies, which aims to create new environmental policies in the so-called ‘Donetsk People’s Republic’ and ‘Luhansk People’s Republic’ and has committed ministry resources for this purpose. In implementing these policies, he is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58285 Name: Kotyakov Anton Olegovich  Spelling variant: КОТЯКОВ АНТОН ОЛЕГОВИЧ (Russian)
Justification: a) Anton Olegovich Kotyakov is Minister of Labour and Social Protection of the Russian Federation. In this role, he has implemented policies to support people who have left the so-called ‘Donetsk People’s Republic’ and ‘Luhansk People’s Republic’. He is responsible for preparations to expand the social security systems of the Russian Federation to the four illegally annexed territories of Ukraine. b) In acting in this capacity, he is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58294 Name: Chuychenko Konstantin Anatolyevich  Spelling variant: ЧУЙЧЕНКО КОНСТАНТИН АНАТОЛЬЕВИЧ (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 12 Jul 1965  POB: Lipetsk, Russian Federation  Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: a) Konstantin Anatolyevich Chuychenko is Minister of Justice of the Russian Federation. He has supported cooperation with the so-called ‘Ministry of Justice of the Donetsk People’s Republic’, as well as that of agencies under his leadership. The Ministry of Justice is, responsible for the implementation of the law on censoring the information space about Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine, thereby supporting the war effort directly. b) In acting in this capacity, he is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58328 Name: Tyulin Vladimir Vladimirovich  Spelling variant: ТЮЛИН ВЛАДИМИРОВИЧ (Russian)
Justification: Vladimir Tyulin is the CEO of ACCEPT LLC and REN TV – a Russian TV station, which is spreading state propaganda and disinformation related to Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. He was included in the list of ‘1500 warmongers’ compiled by the Free Russia Forum. Vladimir Tyulin is also the Director General of Multimedia Information Center Izvestia LLC, which is providing news coverage for REN TV. Vladimir Tyulin is also a member of the Media Council of the Russian Geographical Society, which is
presided over by defence minister Sergei Shoigu. He is therefore supporting actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58335  **Name:** Tikhonov Dmitri  **Spelling variant:** ТИХОНОВ Дмитрий (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  **Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Senior Lieutenant Dmitri Tikhonov is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Senior Lieutenant Dmitri Tikhonov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.  
**Other information:** Rank: Senior Lieutenant  
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58373  **Name:** Tarasov Nikolay  **Spelling variant:** ТАРАСОВ Николай (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  **Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Senior Lieutenant Nikolay Tarasov is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Senior Lieutenant Nikolay Tarasov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.  
**Other information:** Rank: Senior Lieutenant  
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58389  **Name:** Shatun Anton  **Spelling variant:** ШАТУН Антон (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  **Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Captain Anton Shatun is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Captain Anton Shatun is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.  
**Other information:** Rank: Captain  
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58408  **Name:** Tukmachov Mikhail Alexandrovich  **Spelling variant:** ТУКМАЧЕВ Михаил Александрович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 16 Apr 1973  **POB:** Perm, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Mikhail Tukmachov is the deputy CEO of REN TV - a Russian TV station, which is spreading state propaganda and disinformation related to Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. He was included in the list of ‘1500 warmongers’ compiled by the Free, Russia Forum. He is therefore supporting actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.  
**Other information:** Taxpayer Identification Number: 440111613873  
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-58431 Name: Betekhtin Alexey Spelling variant: БЕТЕХТИН Алексей (Russian)
Sex: M Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Captain Alexey Betekhtin is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Captain Alexey Betekhtin is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Rank: Captain
Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58437 Name: Chulikov Anton Spelling variant: ЧУЛИКОВ Антон (Russian)
Sex: M Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Captain Anton Chulikov is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Captain Anton Chulikov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Rank: Captain
Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58456 Name: Balanova Svetlana Evgenievna Spelling variant: БАЛАНОВА Светлана Евгеньевна (Russian)
Justification: a) Svetlana Balanova is the head of National Media Group (NMG) – a media holding – which is the founder of 28 media enterprises in Russia, including Channel One, Channel 5, REN TV and STS, 78.ru, the national newspaper Izvestia, Delovoy Peterburg and others. She was included in the list of ‘1500 warmongers’ compiled by the Free Russia Forum. Media controlled by NMG is actively spreading propaganda and disinformation related to Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. b) Svetlana Balanova is also the head of the Public Council under Roskomnadzor. In this position she is responsible for strengthening the fight against ‘extremist and illegal content’ online. She is therefore supporting actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58469 Name: Chernov Artyom Spelling variant: ЧЕРНОВ Артём (Russian)
Sex: M Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Captain Artyom Chernov is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Captain Artyom Chernov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Rank: Captain
Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-58484 **Name:** Minkov Stanislav **Spelling variant:** МИНКОВ Станислав (Russian)
**Sex:** M **Nationality:** Russian Federation
**Justification:** Captain Stanislav Minkov is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Captain Stanislav Minkov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Captain
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58500 **Name:** Frolov Mikhail Evgenievich **Spelling variant:** a) Frolov Mikhail Evgenyevich (Russian) b) Frolov Mikhail Yevgenyevich (Russian) c) ФРОЛОВ Михаил Евгеньевич (Russian)
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 4 Apr 1977 **POB:** Moskau, Russian Federation **Good quality a.k.a.:** Evgenyevich Yevgenyevich **Nationality:** Russian Federation
**Justification:** Mikhail Frolov is the editor-in-chief of REN TV – a Russian TV station, which is spreading state propaganda and disinformation related to Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. He was included in the list of ‘1500 warmongers’ compiled by the Free Russia Forum. Mikhail Frolov is also the first deputy director and editor-in-chief of Multimedia Information Center Izvestia LLC, which is providing news coverage for REN TV. He is therefore supporting actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58517 **Name:** Volkov Alexey **Spelling variant:** ВОЛКОВ Алексей (Russian)
**Sex:** M **Nationality:** Russian Federation
**Justification:** Lieutenant Alexey Volkov is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Lieutenant Alexey Volkov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Lieutenant
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58541 **Name:** Ivanyutin Andrey **Spelling variant:** ИВАНЮТИН Андрей (Russian)
**Sex:** M **Nationality:** Russian Federation
**Justification:** Major Andrey Ivanyutin is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Major Andrey Ivanyutin is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Major **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-58547 Name: Zorkin Valeriy Dmitrovich Spelling variant: ЗОРЬКИН Валерий Дмитриевич (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 18 Feb 1943  POB: Konstantinovka, Oktyabrsky District, Primorsky Krai, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Valeriy Dmitrovich Zorkin is the Chairman of the Constitutional Court of Russia that recognised as constitutional the 'agreements' on the admission of the Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions, the so-called Luhansk People’s Republic and the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic to the Russian Federation. This decision artificially creates the image of the legitimacy of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and is aimed at endowing those regions with features of actors of international legal relations. The Constitutional Court formally plays a decisive role in the process of accession of foreign territories to Russia. Therefore, Valeriy Dmitrovich Zorkin is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58560 Name: Pismenskaya Olga Spelling variant: ПИСЬМЕНСКАЯ Ольга (Russian)
Sex: W  Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Senior Lieutenant Olga Pismenskaya is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, she is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Senior Lieutenant Olga Pismenskaya is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Rank: Senior Lieutenant Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58569 Name: Vasilyev Pavel Spelling variant: ВАСИЛЬЕВ Павел (Russian)
Sex: M  Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Senior Lieutenant Pavel Vasilyev is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Senior Lieutenant Pavel Vasilyev is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Rank: Senior Lieutenant Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58581 Name: Mikhaylov Alexey Spelling variant: МИХАЙЛОВ Алексей (Russian)
Sex: M  Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Captain Alexey Mikhaylov is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Captain Alexey Mikhaylov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial
integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Captain

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58587  **Name:** Gadzhiev Gadis Abdullaevich  **Spelling variant:** ГАДЖИЕВ Гадис Абдуллаевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 27 Aug 1953  **POB:** Shovkra, Lak district, Dagestan ASSR, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Gadis Abdullaevich Gadzhiev is one of the Judges of the Constitutional Court of Russia who recognised as constitutional the ‘agreements’ on the admission of the Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions, the so-called Luhansk People’s Republic and the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic to the Russian Federation. Those decisions artificially create the image of the legitimacy of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and are aimed at endowing those regions with features of actors of international legal relations. The Constitutional Court formally plays a decisive role in the process of accession of foreign territories to Russia. Therefore, Gadis Abdullaevich Gadzhiev is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58603  **Name:** Obukhova Elvira  **Spelling variant:** ОБУХОВА Эльвира (Russian)

**Sex:** W  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Captain Elvira Obukhova is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, she is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Captain Elvira Obukhova is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Captain

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58609  **Name:** Kazantsev Sergey Mikhailovich  **Spelling variant:** КАЗАНЦЕВ Сергей Михайлович (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 16 Feb 1955  **POB:** St. Petersburg, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Sergey Mikhailovich Kazantsev is one of the Judges of the Constitutional Court of Russia who recognised as constitutional the ‘agreements’ on the admission of the Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions, the so-called Luhansk People’s Republic and the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic to the Russian Federation. Those decisions artificially create the image of the legitimacy of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and are aimed at endowing those regions with features of actors of international legal relations. The Constitutional Court formally plays a decisive role in the process of accession of foreign territories to Russia. Therefore, Sergey Mikhailovich Kazantsev is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-58616 Name: Obukhov Pavel Spelling variant: ОБУХОВ Павел (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 7 Feb 1983 Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Captain Pavel Obukhov is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia's Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia's missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Captain Pavel Obukhov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Rank: Captain
Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58644 Name: Knyazev Sergey Dmitrievich Spelling variant: КНЯЕВ Сергей Дмитриевич (Russian)
Justification: Sergey Dmitrievich Knyazev is one of the Judges of the Constitutional Court of Russia who recognised as constitutional the ‘agreements’ on the admission of the Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions, the so-called Luhansk People's Republic and the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic to the Russian Federation. Those decisions artificially create the image of the legitimacy of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and are aimed at endowing those regions with features of actors of international legal relations. The Constitutional Court formally plays a decisive role in the process of accession of foreign territories to Russia. Therefore, Sergey Dmitrievich Knyazev is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58652 Name: Yaskelaynen Vitaly Spelling variant: ЯСКЕЛАЙНЕН Виталий (Russian)
Sex: M Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Captain Vitaly Yaskelaynen is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Captain Vitaly Yaskelaynen is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Rank: Captain
Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58682 Name: Gregoryan Alexandr Spelling variant: ГРЕГОРЯН Александр (Russian)
Sex: M Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Lieutenant Alexandr Gregoryan is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Lieutenant Alexandr Gregoryan is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.
integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Lieutenant

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58703  **Name:** Kokotov Aleksandr Nikolaevich  **Spelling variant:** КОКОТОВ Александр Николаевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 15 Jan 1961  **POB:** Ufimka station, Achitsky district, Sverdlovsk region

**Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Aleksandr Nikolaevich Kokotov is one of the Judges of the Constitutional Court of Russia who recognised as constitutional the ‘agreements’ on the admission of the Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions, the so-called Luhansk People’s Republic and the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic to the Russian Federation. Those decisions artificially create the image of the legitimacy of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and are aimed at endowing those regions with features of actors of international legal relations. The Constitutional Court formally plays a decisive role in the process of accession of foreign territories to Russia. Therefore, Aleksandr Nikolaevich Kokotov is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine.

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58711  **Name:** Vedenov Artyom  **Spelling variant:** ВЕДЕНОВ Артём (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Lieutenant Artyom Vedenov is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Lieutenant Artyom Vedenov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58717  **Name:** Krasavchikova Larisa Oktiabrievna  **Spelling variant:** КРАСАВЧИКОВА Лариса Октябриевна (Russian)

**Sex:** W  **DOB:** 21 Mar 1955  **POB:** Yekaterinburg, Sverdlovsk, Russian Federation

**Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Larisa Oktiabrievna Krasavchikova is one of the Judges of the Constitutional Court of Russia who recognised as constitutional the ‘agreements’ on the admission of the Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions, the so-called Luhansk People’s Republic and the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic to the Russian Federation. Those decisions artificially create the image of the legitimacy of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and are aimed at endowing those regions with features of actors of international legal relations. The Constitutional Court formally plays a decisive role in the process of accession of foreign territories to Russia. Therefore, Larisa Oktiabrievna Krasavchikova is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine.

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-58725 Name: Poplavskiy Nikita Spelling variant: ПОПЛАВСКИЙ Никита (Russian)
Sex: M Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Lieutenant Nikita Poplavskiy is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Lieutenant Nikita Poplavskiy is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Rank: Lieutenant
Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58731 Name: Mavrin Sergey Petrovich Spelling variant: МАВРИН Сергей Петрович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 15 Sep 1951 POB: Bryansk, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Sergey Petrovich Mavrin is one of the Judges of the Constitutional Court of Russia who recognised as constitutional the ‘agreements’ on the admission of the Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions, the so-called Luhansk People’s Republic and the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic to the Russian Federation. Those decisions artificially create the image of the legitimacy of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and are aimed at endowing those regions with features of actors of international legal relations. The Constitutional Court formally plays a decisive role in the process of accession of foreign territories to Russia. Therefore, Sergey Petrovich Mavrin is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58747 Name: Petrov Vladimir Spelling variant: ПЕТРОВ Владимиr (Russian)
Sex: M Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Lieutenant Vladimir Petrov is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Lieutenant Vladimir Petrov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Rank: Lieutenant
Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58753 Name: Melnikov Nikolay Vasilievich Spelling variant: МЕЛЬНИКОВ Николай Васильевич (Russian)
Justification: Nikolay Vasilievich Melnikov is one of the Judges of the Constitutional Court of Russia who recognised as constitutional the ‘agreements’ on the admission of the Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions, the so-called Luhansk People’s Republic and the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic to the Russian Federation. Those decisions artificially create the image of the legitimacy of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and are aimed at endowing those regions with features of actors of international legal relations. The
Constitutional Court formally plays a decisive role in the process of accession of foreign territories to Russia. Therefore, Nikolay Vasilievich Melnikov is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58760 **Name:** Kapshuk Evgeniy **Spelling variant:** КАПШУК Евгений (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Colonel Evgeniy Kapshuk is a Commander of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Colonel Evgeniy Kapshuk is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Colonel  
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58774 **Name:** Zharkova Lyudmila Mikhailovna **Spelling variant:** ЖАРКОВА Людмила Михайловна (Russian)  
**Sex:** W  
**DOB:** 3 Sep 1955  
**POB:** Petrozavodsk, Russian Federation  
**Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Lyudmila Mikhailovna Zharkova is one of the Judges of the Constitutional Court of Russia who recognised as constitutional the ‘agreements’ on the admission of the Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions, the so-called Luhansk People’s Republic and the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic to the Russian Federation. Those decisions artificially create the image of the legitimacy of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and are aimed at endowing them with features of actors of international legal relations. The Constitutional Court formally plays a decisive role in the process of accession of foreign territories to Russia. Therefore, Lyudmila Mikhailovna Zharkova is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58794 **Name:** Timoshinov Anton **Spelling variant:** ТИМОШИНОВ АНТОН (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**Nationality:** Russian Federation  
**Justification:** Lieutenant Colonel Anton Timoshinov is a Commander of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Lieutenant Colonel Anton Timoshinov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Lieutenant Colonel  
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58800 **Name:** Bushev Andrey Yurevich **Spelling variant:** БУШЕВ) Андрей Юрьевич (Russian)
**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 12 Feb 1966  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Andrey Yurevich Bushev is one of the Judges of the Constitutional Court of Russia who recognised as constitutional the ‘agreements’ on the admission of the Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions, the so-called Luhansk People’s Republic and the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic to the Russian Federation. Those decisions artificially create the image of the legitimacy of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and are aimed at endowing them with features of actors of international legal relations. The Constitutional Court formally plays a decisive role in the process of accession of foreign territories to Russia. Therefore, Andrey Yurevich Bushev is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. 

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58808  **Name:** Bagnyuk Igor  **Spelling variant:** БАГНЮК Игорь (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 30 Apr 1982  **POB:** Riga, Latvia  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Lieutenant Colonel Igor Bagnyuk is a Commander of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Lieutenant Colonel Igor Bagnyuk is thus a natural person, responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Lieutenant Colonel  

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58816  **Name:** Kadyrova Ayshat Ramzanovna  **Spelling variant:** КАДЫРОВА Айшат Рамзановна (Russian)

**Sex:** W  **DOB:** 13 Dec 1998  **POB:** Tsentaroy, Chechnya, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Ayshat Ramzanovna Kadyrova is the eldest daughter of Ramzan Kadyrov, President Vladimir Putin’s key Chechen ally. Thanks to the support of her father, she has been appointed Minister of Culture of the Republic of Chechnya, and she is currently the owner of Limited Liability Company Firdaws, the first ‘national fashion brand’ of Chechnya. She is therefore associated with Ramzan Kadyrov, President of the Republic of Chechnya. 

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58837  **Name:** Kadyrova Karina Ramzanovna  **Spelling variant:** КАДЫРОВА Карина Рамзановна (Russian)

**Sex:** W  **DOB:** 17 Jan 2000  **POB:** Tsentaroy, Chechnya, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Karina Ramzanovna Kadyrova is the daughter of Ramzan Kadyrov, President Vladimir Putin’s key Chechen ally. She has been appointed as the Head of Pre-School education of Grozny due to her close relations to her father Ramzan Kadyrov. She is therefore associated with Ramzan Kadyrov, President of the Republic of Chechnya. 

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58844  **Name:** Baranov Robert Petrovich  **Spelling variant:** БАРАНОВ Роберт Петрович (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 1975  **POB:** Yalchiki, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Major General Robert Baranov is the Director of the Main Computing Centre
of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr and Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Major General Robert Baranov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. 

Other information: Rank: Major General Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58864 Name: Ibragimov Turpal-Ali Vakhayevich Spelling variant: ИБРАГИМОВ Турпал-Али Вахаевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 24 Jul 1979 POB: Germenchuk, Chechnya, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Turpal-Ali Vakhayevich Ibragimov is a cousin of Ramzan Kadyrov, President Vladimir Putin’s key Chechen ally. He has been appointed to various government posts such as Minister of Physical Culture, Sports and Youth Policy and Minister of Property and Land Issues of the Chechen Republic due to his family relations with Ramzan Kadyrov. He is therefore associated with Ramzan Kadyrov, President of the Republic of Chechnya.
Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58872 Name: Kovalchuk Boris Yurievich Spelling variant: КОВАЛЬЧУК Борис Юрьевич (Russian)
Justification: Boris Yurievich Kovalchuk is General Director and Chairman of the Management Board of PJSC Inter RAO, one of Russia’s largest public energy companies. Major shareholders of PJSC Inter RAO include state-owned entities (e.g. Rosneftegaz). Boris Kovalchuk is further closely associated with his father Yuriy Kovalchuk, a long-time acquaintance of President Vladimir Putin. They allegedly co-own luxury assets through the companies ‘LLC Invest’ and ‘Prime’, which can be linked to Putin, including a property called ‘Fishermen’s hut’. Boris Kovalchuk is therefore a leading businessperson involved in economic sectors providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58890 Name: Starostin Georgiy Spelling variant: СТАРОСТИН Георгий (Russian)
Sex: M Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Captain Georgiy Starostin is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout April to October 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in October 2022 alone. Captain Starostin is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial, integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Rank: Captain Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58907 Name: Kovalchuk Kirill Mikhailovich Spelling variant: КОВАЛЬЧУК Кирилл Михайлович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 22 Dec 1968 POB: Moscow, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
Federation

**Justification:** a) Kirill Kovalchuk is the nephew of Yuriy Kovalchuk, and President of the National Media Group (NMG), a holding that owns large stakes in almost all major Russian federal media that reproduce Russian Government propaganda. NMG was created in 2008 by Yuriy Kovalchuk, a long-time acquaintance of President Vladimir Putin, co-founder of the so-called Ozero Dacha, a cooperative society bringing together an influential group of individuals around Putin and the chairman and largest shareholder of Bank Rossiya. Media controlled by NMG is actively spreading propaganda and disinformation related to Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. b) In his position as President of NMG, Kirill Kovalchuk is therefore supporting actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Furthermore, he is a natural person closely associated with a listed person. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58915 **Name:** Ilin Sergey **Spelling variant:** ИЛЬИН Сергей (Russian)

**Sex:** M **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Captain Sergey Ilin is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Captain Sergey Ilin is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Captain

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58937 **Name:** Nikonov Yuriy **Spelling variant:** НИКОНОВ Юрий (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 9 May 1984 **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Captain Yuriy Nikonov is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Captain Yuriy Nikonov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Captain

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58944 **Name:** Kovalchuk Stepan Kirillovich **Spelling variant:** КОВАЛЬЧУК Степан Кириллович (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 3 May 1994 **POB:** Russian Federation **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Stepan Kovalchuk is the great-nephew of Yuriy Kovalchuk. In December 2021 the company Sogaz, which is controlled by Yuriy Kovalchuk, acquired shares of the Social Media network VK. Consequently, Stepan Kovalchuk was promoted to Senior Vice President for Media Strategy and Service Development at VK, and now controls the media content at VK. Stepan Kovalchuk is therefore a natural person closely associated with a listed person, Yuriy Kovalchuk, a long-time acquaintance of President Vladimir Putin, co-founder of the so-called Ozero Dacha, a cooperative society bringing together an influential group of individuals around Putin and the chairman and largest shareholder of Bank Rossiya. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-58954 **Name:** Chugunova Ekaterina **Spelling variant:** ЧУГУНОВА Екатерина (Russian)
**Sex:** W  
**Nationality:** Russian Federation
**Justification:** Lieutenant Ekaterina Chugunova is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, she is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Lieutenant Ekaterina Chugunova is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine, or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Lieutenant  
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58960 **Name:** Groza Igor **Spelling variant:** ГРОЗА Игорь (Russian)
**Sex:** M  
**Nationality:** Russian Federation
**Justification:** Lieutenant Igor Groza is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Lieutenant Igor Groza is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Lieutenant  
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58966 **Name:** Kovalchuk Tatyana Alexandrovna **Spelling variant:** КОВАЛЬЧУК Татьяна Александровна (Russian)
**Sex:** W  
**DOB:** 8 Feb 1968  
**POB:** Russian Federation  
**Good quality a.k.a.:** Tatiana Aleksandrovna Kovalchuk (Татьяна Александровна КОВАЛЬЧУК)  
**Nationality:** Russian Federation
**Justification:** Tatyana Kovalchuk is the wife of Yuriy Kovalchuk. Tatyana Kovalchuk is Russia’s third richest woman with a net worth of USD 600 million and co-owns with her husband Russia’s largest insurer Sogaz through the Russian investment firm Aquila Capital Group. They further allegedly co-own luxury assets through the companies ‘LLC Invest’ and ‘Support for the Regional Economic Development’, which can be linked to President Vladimir Putin, including the ‘Igora Skiresort’ where Putin’s daughter celebrated her wedding. Tatyana Kovalchuk is therefore a natural person associated with a listed person, Yuriy Kovalchuk, a long-time acquaintance of Vladimir Putin, co-founder of the so-called Ozero Dacha, a cooperative society bringing together an influential group of individuals around Putin and the chairman and largest shareholder of Bank Rossiya. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58985 **Name:** Popov Ivan **Spelling variant:** ПОПОВ Иван (Russian)
**Sex:** M  
**Nationality:** Russian Federation
**Justification:** Major Ivan Popov is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Major Ivan Popov is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Rank: Major  
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-58991 Name: Liybavin Matvey Andreevich Spelling variant: ЛЫБАВИН Матвей Андреевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 1992 Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Major Matvey Liybavin is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Major Matvey Liybavin is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the, territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Rank: Major Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59007 Name: Kurochkin Roman Spelling variant: КУРОЧКИН Роман (Russian)
Sex: M Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: Major Roman Kurochkin is a member of the Missile Pre-Planning unit at the Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff. In this role, he is a key figure in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout Apr to Oct 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in Oct 2022 alone. Major Roman Kurochkin is thus a natural person responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the, territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Rank: Major Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59013 Name: Siguta Andrey Leonidovich Spelling variant: СИГУТА / СІГУТА Андрей Леонидович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 5 May 1979 POB: Berdyansk, Zaporizhzhia region, Ukraine Address: 26 30-letia Pobedi Blvd., Apt. 3, Melitopol, Zaporizhzhia region, Ukraine Nationality: Ukraine
Justification: Andrey Leonidovich Siguta is the Russian-appointed acting head of the military-civilian administration of the Melitopol district. In his role, he supervises the seizure of Ukrainian agricultural products and grain for their transfer into Russia. He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions or policies, which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Tax ID No. 2897911059 (Ukraine) Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59036 Name: Pakhnits Valeriy Mikhailovich Spelling variant: ПАХНИЦ Валерий / Валерій Михайлович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 22 Jan 1953 POB: Mariupol, Ukraine Address: 5 Myslichenko St. Chmyrevka village, Starobilsk, Luhansk Nationality: Ukraine
Justification: Valeriy Mikhailovich Pakhnits is the Russian-appointed acting head of the administration of the Starobelsky district. In his role, he supervises the seizure of Ukrainian agricultural products and grain for their transfer into Russia. He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions or policies, which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Tax ID No. 1938008353 (Ukraine) Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59046 Name: Kim Marina Evgenievna Spelling variant: КИМ Марина Евгеньевна (Russian)
Sex: W DOB: 19 Apr 1952 POB: St. Petersburg, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
**Justification:** Marina Evgenievna Kim is a Russian TV presenter and politician, member of the Presidium of the Central Council of the pro-Kremlin party ‘A Just Russia - Patriots - For Truth’. In this role, she actively distributes official propaganda about the Russian war of aggression against Ukraine, and in particular on its so-called de-nazification mission. Her propaganda activities are aimed at increasing the support of Russian citizens for the war of aggression against Ukraine. She strongly supported the illegal referenda held within the occupied areas of Ukraine’s Luhansk region, Donetsk region, Kherson region and Zaporizhzhia region. Therefore, Marina Kim is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and security in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-59053  **Name:** Puchkov Dmitriy Yuryevich  **Spelling variant:** Дмитрий Юрьевич ПУЧКОВ (Russian)
**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 2 Aug 1961  **POB:** Kirovohrad, Ukraine  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:**

a) Dmitriy Yuryevich Puchkov is a propagandist and former member of the Public Council under the Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation. b) In 2014, Puchkov published the book ‘Ukraine is Russia’, in which he reproduced the main theses of propaganda that Ukraine is not an independent state. c) In March 2022, in interviews with newspapers, Puchkov supported Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine and repeated the main theses of Russian propaganda that the war was the result of the aggressive actions of Ukraine and NATO, and that Russia is only protecting its security. He continues to spread propaganda about the war in Ukraine in the newspaper Komsomolskaya Pravda financed by the Russian Federation, and on various social networks. d) Therefore, Dmitriy Puchkov is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-59063  **Name:** Lepsveridze Grigoriy Viktorovich  **Spelling variant:** ЛЕПСВЕРИДЗЕ Григорий Викторович (Russian)
**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 16 Jul 1962  **POB:** Sochi, Krasnodar Region, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:**

a) Grigoriy Viktorovich Lepsveridze is a Russian singer, musician, composer and music producer. Lepsveridze has a large audience and a lot of influence on his fans. b) Lepsveridze publicly supported the actions of the Russian Federation in Ukraine and, in violation of Ukrainian law, travelled many times in Ukrainian territories occupied by Russia. c) On 12 April 2022, Lepsveridze held a charity concert under the slogans ‘For Russia’ and ‘For a World without Nazism’ in support of the war of aggression against Ukraine and the Russian military. On 11 May 2022, Lepsveridze performed at a concert in Donetsk in support of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic. d) Thus, he publicly supports the war of aggression against Ukraine. His actions became part of a propaganda campaign by the Russian authorities aimed at increasing support for military aggression among the citizens of Russia. Citizens’ support of the war of aggression is an important condition for the continuation of the war. Therefore, Grigoriy Lepsveridze is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022
Justification: a) Boris Vyacheslavovich Korchevnikov is a well-known Russian TV presenter on the state TV channel 'Russia-1', and the general director of the ultraconservative TV channel 'Spas', which belongs to the Russian Orthodox Church. In 2017-2020, he was a member of the Public Chamber of Russia. In the 2018 presidential elections, he was a trusted representative of President Vladimir Putin. He spreads Russian propaganda through his show 'The Fate of a Man' on the state TV channel 'Russia-1', and he has a large audience on social networks, where he distributes official Russian propaganda. In his posts on social networks, he calls the occupied territories of Ukraine Russian. His comments associate the West and Ukraine with godlessness and the devil, which is in line with official Russian propaganda claiming that one of the goals of the war of aggression against Ukraine is the 'fight against godlessness'. Furthermore, he spreads propaganda through his show. b) Boris Korchevnikov participates in fundraisers for pro-Russian fighters and encourages Russians to donate. c) Thus, he publicly expressed his support for the war of aggression against Ukraine. These actions became part of a propaganda campaign by the Russian authorities aimed at increasing support for military aggression among the citizens of Russia. Citizens’ support, of the war of aggression is an important condition for the continuation of the war. Therefore, Boris Korchevnikov is responsible for supporting or implementing actions or policies, which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

Justification: a) Nikita Mikhalkov is Russian filmmaker, actor and public figure, who actively supported Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine in his public statements. b) He has been vocal in spreading Kremlin propaganda narratives on Ukraine since 2014. He has expressed support for the annexation of Crimea and the recognition of the independence of the so-called Donetsk and Luhansk Republics. He is the Chairman of the Russian Foundation of Culture, a public organisation which was established by a Decree of the President of the Russian Federation in 2016. He has justified Russia’s war of aggression, in order to protect Donbass from alleged crimes of Ukraine that took place against the civil population. He has blamed Ukrainians for so-called Russophobia, saying the 'conflict' between the two countries was inevitable. He has called the Ukrainian language a ‘catastrophe’ for Russia, because it allegedly formulates hatred against the country and spreads Russophobia. Mikhalkov called for the complete exclusion of teaching in Ukrainian in schools in Donbass. He has supported the Kremlin’s false narrative concerning biological weapons in Ukraine and heroicised Russian prisoners fighting in Ukraine. In 2022 he received the title of Hero of Labor in a ceremony in the Kremlin, and made a speech in support of the war of aggression against Ukraine. c) Nikita Mikhalkov is therefore responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-59106  Name: Mikheev Sergey Aleksandrovich  Spelling variant: МИХЕЕВ Сергей Александрович (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 28 May 1967  POB: Moscow, Russian Federation  Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: a) Sergey Mikheev is a political scientist and politician. He is a member of the Central Council of the Just Russia — Patriots — For Truth party, which backed Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. b) In his public statements he supported Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. He spoke in favor of forcible regime change in Ukraine, annexation of Ukrainian territories by Russia, missile strikes on the civilian infrastructure, and the purported necessity of ‘denazification’ and ‘demilitarization’ of Ukraine. He promoted the Russkiy Mir ideology, through which the Russian Federation has usurped the right to a sphere of influence in the post-USSR states, rejected Ukraine’s legitimacy as a sovereign nation, and advocated its unification with Russia. Moreover, he created a foundation which supports Russian military personnel who participated in Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. c) He is therefore responsible for, actively supporting or implementing, actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine

SSID: 175-59123  Name: Nikolov Alexey Lvovich  Spelling variant: НИКОЛОВ Алексей Львович (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 21 Dec 1957  POB: Moscow, Russian Federation  Nationality: Russian Federation
Identification document: a) Other No. 530308406, Russian Federation  b) Other No. 531246870, Russian Federation
Justification: a) Alexey Nikolov is a General Director of the Russian government-linked media organisation TV-Novosti, and of its subordinate RT news television network. TV-Novosti and RT are funded from the federal budget of the Russian Federation. Media outlets under his management, including RT, spread pro-Kremlin propaganda and disinformation, and supported Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. Moreover, he publically denied the responsibility of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation for the war crimes committed in Bucha. b) He is therefore responsible for, actively supporting or implementing, actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine.

SSID: 175-59145  Name: Goremiykin Viktor Petrovich  Spelling variant: ГОРЕМЫКИН Виктор Петрович (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 4 Feb 1959  POB: Kormovoye village, Serebryano-Prudsky district, Moscow region,, Russian Federation  Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: a) Viktor Petrovich Goremiykin is the Deputy Minister of Defence of the Russian Federation and Head of the Main Military-Political Directorate of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, which is the central military-political management body carrying out military patriotic work in the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. He is also a Member of the Collegium of the Ministry of Defence of Russia and former Head of the main personnel department of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. b) In his current role, he is responsible for the organisation of military-political work within Russian Armed Forces. c) He is therefore responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-59158 Name: Egorov Daniil Vyacheslavovich Spelling variant: ЕГОРОВ Даниил Вячеславович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 6 Sep 1975 POB: Moscow region, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: a) Daniil Vyacheslavovich Egorov is a member of the ‘Coordination Council under the Government of the Russian federation to meet the needs of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, other troops, military formations and bodies’, established on 21 October 2022. The Coordination Council was created in order to organise interaction between federal executive bodies and executive bodies of the constituent entities of Russia in resolving issues related to ensuring the needs of the Russian Armed Forces during the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) In his position of Member of the Coordination Council, Daniil Egorov is therefore responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial, integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59171 Name: Zolotov Viktor Vasilevich Spelling variant: ЗОЛОТОВ Виктор Васильевич (Russian)
Justification: a) Viktor Vasilevich Zolotov is a Member of the ‘Coordination Council under the Government of the Russian federation to meet the needs of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, other troops, military formations and bodies’ established on 21 October 2022. The Coordination Council was created in order to organise interaction between federal executive bodies and executive bodies of the constituent entities of Russia in resolving issues related to ensuring the needs of the Russian Armed Forces during the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) In his position of Member of the Coordination Council, Viktor Zolotov is therefore responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59187 Name: Linets Aleksandr Leonidovich Spelling variant: ЛИНЕЦ Александр Леонидович (Russian)
Justification: a) Aleksandr Leonidovich Linets is a Member of the ‘Coordination Council under the Government of the Russian federation to meet the needs of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, other troops, military formations and bodies’ established on 21 October 2022. The Coordination Council was created in order to organise interaction, between federal executive bodies and executive bodies of the constituent entities of Russia in resolving issues related to ensuring the needs of the Russian Armed Forces during the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) In his position of Member of the Coordination Council, Aleksandr Linets is therefore responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59203 Name: Oreshkin Maksim Stanislavovich Spelling variant: ОРЕШКИН Максим Станиславович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 21 Jul 1982 POB: Moscow, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: a) Maksim Stanislavovich Oreshkin is a Member of the ‘Coordination Council under the Government of the Russian federation to meet the needs of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, other troops, military formations and bodies’ established on 21 October 2022. The Coordination Council was created in order to organise interaction between federal executive bodies and executive bodies of the constituent entities of Russia in resolving issues related to ensuring the needs of the Russian Armed Forces during the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) In his position of Member of the Coordination Council, Maksim Oreshkin is therefore responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59217 Name: Babushkin Igor Yuryevich Spelling variant: БАБУШКИН Игорь Юрьевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 5 Apr 1970 POB: Rybinsk, Yaroslavl region, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: a) Igor Babushkin is the governor of Astrakhan Oblast, appointed by President Vladimir Putin. In his role as governor, Igor Babushkin manages a regional state body of the Russian Federation and is responsible for implementing state policies at regional level. He has expressed support for the illegal recognition of the so-called independence of the so-called Donetsk and Luhansk Peoples Republics and the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) As governor, Igor Babushkin has benefited from President Vladimir Putin’s amendments to Russian administrative law, which allow him the option of remaining in power for additional years. c) Igor Babushkin is also involved in the illegal transportation of Ukrainian children to Russia and their adoption by Russian families. Igor Babushkin's actions violate the rights of Ukrainian children and infringe Ukrainian law and administrative order. d) Therefore, Igor Babushkin is responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine the sovereignty and independence of Ukraine and stability and security in Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59238 Name: Chibis Andrey Vladimirovich Spelling variant: a) Chibis Andrei Vladimirovich (English) b) ЧИБИС Андрей Владимирович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 19 Mar 1979 POB: Cheboksary, Chuvash Republic, Russian Federation Nationality: Russian Federation
Justification: a) Andrey Chibis is the governor of Murmansk Oblast, appointed by President Vladimir Putin. In his role as governor, Andrey Chibis manages a regional state body of the Russian Federation and is responsible for implementing state policies at regional level. He has expressed support for the illegal recognition of the so-called independence of the so-called Donetsk and Luhansk Peoples Republics and the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) As governor, Andrey Chibis has benefited from President Putin’s amendments to Russian administrative law, which allow him the option of remaining in power for additional years. c) Andrey Chibis is also involved in the illegal transportation of Ukrainian children to Russia and their adoption by Russian families. Andrey Chibis' actions violate the rights of Ukrainian children and infringe Ukrainian law and administrative order. d) Therefore, Andrey Chibis is responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine the sovereignty and independence of Ukraine and stability and security in Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59258 Name: Nikitin Gleb Sergeevich Spelling variant: a) Nikitin Gleb Sergeyevich (English) b) НИКИТИН Глеб Сергеевич (Russian)

**Justification:** a) Gleb Nikitin is the governor of Nizhny Novgorod Oblast, appointed by President Vladimir Putin. In his role as governor, Gleb Nikitin manages a regional state body of the Russian Federation and is responsible for implementing state policies at regional level. He has expressed support for the illegal recognition of the so-called independence of the so-called Donetsk and Luhansk Peoples Republics and the war of aggression against Ukraine.  
b) As governor, Gleb Nikitin has benefited from President Putin’s amendments to Russian administrative law, which allow him the option of remaining in power for additional years.  
c) Gleb Nikitin is also involved in the illegal transportation of Ukrainian children to Russia and their adoption by Russian families. Gleb Nikitin’s actions violate the rights of Ukrainian children and infringe Ukrainian law and administrative order.  
d) Therefore, Gleb Nikitin is responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine the sovereignty and independence of Ukraine and stability and security in Ukraine.

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59295  Name: Rudenya Igor Mikhaylovich  Spelling variant: РУДЕНЯ Игорь Михайлович (Russian)  
Sex: M  DOB: 15 Feb 1968  Nationality: Russian Federation

**Justification:** a) Igor Rudenya is the governor of Tver Oblast, appointed by President Vladimir Putin. In his role as governor, Igor Rudenya manages a regional state body of the Russian Federation and is responsible for implementing state policies at regional level. He has expressed support for the illegal recognition of the so-called independence of the so-called Donetsk and Luhansk Peoples Republics and the war of aggression against Ukraine.  
b) As governor, Igor Rudenya has benefited from President Putin’s amendments to Russian administrative law, which allow him the option of remaining in power for additional years.  
c) Igor Rudenya is also involved in the illegal transportation of Ukrainian children to Russia and their adoption by Russian families. Igor Rudenya’s actions violate the rights of Ukrainian children and infringe Ukrainian law and administrative order.  
d) Therefore, Igor Rudenya is responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine the sovereignty and independence of Ukraine and stability and security in Ukraine.

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59316  Name: Shapsha Vladislav Valerievich  Spelling variant: ШАПША Владислав Валерьевич (Russian)  
Sex: M  DOB: 20 Sep 1972  POB: Obnisk, Kaluga Region, Russian Federation  Nationality: Russian Federation

**Justification:** a) Vladislav Shapsha is the governor of Kaluga Oblast, appointed by President Vladimir Putin. In his role as governor, Vladislav Shapsha manages a regional state body of the Russian Federation and is responsible for implementing state policies at regional level. He has expressed support for the illegal recognition of the so-called independence of the so-called Donetsk and Luhansk Peoples Republics and the war of aggression against Ukraine.  
b) As governor, Vladislav Shapsha has benefited from President Putin’s amendments to Russian administrative law, which allow him the option of remaining in power for additional years.  
c) Vladislav Shapsha is also involved in the illegal transportation of Ukrainian children to Russia and their adoption by Russian families. Vladislav Shapsha's actions violate the rights of Ukrainian children and infringe Ukrainian law and administrative order.  
d) Therefore, Vladislav Shapsha is responsible for, supporting
and implementing actions and policies which undermine the sovereignty and independence of Ukraine and stability and security in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID: 175-59327** **Name:** Travnikov Andrey Alexandrovich **Spelling variant:** a) Travnikov Andrei Alexandrovich (English) b) ТРАВНИКОВ Андрей Александрович (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 1 Feb 1971  **POB:** Cherepovets, Vologda region, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** a) Andrey Travnikov is the governor of Novosibirsk Oblast, appointed by President Vladimir Putin. In his role as governor, Andrey Travnikov manages a regional state body of the Russian Federation and is responsible for implementing state policies at regional level. He has expressed support for the illegal recognition of the so-called independence of the so-called Donetsk and Luhansk Peoples Republics and the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) As governor, Andrey Travnikov has benefited from President Putin's amendments to Russian administrative law, which allow him the option of remaining in power for additional years. c) Andrey Travnikov is also involved in the illegal transportation of Ukrainian children to Russia and their adoption by Russian families. Andrey Travnikov's actions violate the rights of Ukrainian children and infringe Ukrainian law and administrative order. d) Therefore, Andrey Travnikov is responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine the sovereignty and independence of Ukraine and stability and security in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID: 175-59338** **Name:** Vorobyov Andrey Yuryevich **Spelling variant:** a) Vorobyov Andrei Yuryevich (English) b) ВОРОБЬЁВ Андрей Юрьевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 14 Apr 1970  **POB:** Krasnoyarsk, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** a) Andrey Vorobyov is the governor of Moscow Oblast, appointed by President Vladimir Putin. In his role as governor, Andrey Vorobyov manages a regional state body of the Russian Federation and is responsible for implementing state policies at regional level. He has expressed support for the illegal recognition of the so-called independence of the so-called Donetsk and Luhansk Peoples Republics and the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) As governor, Andrey Vorobyov has benefited from President Putin’s amendments to Russian administrative law, which allow him the option of remaining in power for additional years. c) Andrey Vorobyov is also involved in the illegal transportation of Ukrainian children to Russia and their adoption by Russian families. Andrey Vorobyov’s actions violate the rights of Ukrainian children and infringe Ukrainian law and administrative order. d) Therefore, Andrey Vorobyov is responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine the sovereignty and independence of Ukraine and stability and security in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID: 175-59348** **Name:** Churbanov Igor Yurievich **Spelling variant:** ЧУРБАНОВ Игорь Юрьевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **Nationality:** Russian Federation  **Identification document:** Other No. 18280609863, Russian Federation (VAT ID)

**Justification:** a) Igor Yurievich Churbanov is the General Director of the Votkinsk Plant, which manufactures missiles and ammunitions for the Iskander and Tochka-U complexes, which Russia has used in its war of aggression against Ukraine. Churbanov has also publicly supported the Russian war of aggression and is responsible for spreading propaganda in support of the war through the publication of the Votkinsk Plant magazine. b) Therefore, Igor Churbanov is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which
undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-59357  **Name:** Petrov Aleksey Aleksandrovich  **Spelling variant:** ПЕТРОВ Алексей Александрович (Russian)
**Sex:** M  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Other information:** Aleksey Petrov is the Advisor to the Office of the Commissioner for Children's Rights of the Russian Federation. In this role, he is involved in the illegal transportation of Ukrainian children to Russia and their adoption by Russian families. Aleksey Aleksandrovich Petrov's actions violate the rights of Ukrainian children and infringe Ukrainian law and administrative order, he is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine the sovereignty and independence of Ukraine and stability and security in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-59362  **Name:** Solovyov Anton Vladimirovich  **Spelling variant:** СОЛОВЬЕВ Антон Владимирович (Russian)
**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 28 Jun 1983  **POB:** St. Petersburg, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** a) Anton Solovyov is a member of the legislative assembly in St. Petersburg and a member of the 'United Russia' party. In this role, he is involved in the illegal transportation of Ukrainian children to Russia and their adoption by Russian families. Furthermore, as a member of the 'United Russia' party, he made a commitment to facilitate and speed up the administrative process concerning those illegal adoptions into Russian families. b) Anton Solovyov's actions violate the rights of Ukrainian children and infringe Ukrainian law and administrative order, he is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine the sovereignty and independence of Ukraine and, stability and security in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-59370  **Name:** Fedorenko Eleonora Mikhailovna  **Spelling variant:** ФЕДОРЕНКО Элеонора Михайловна (Russian)
**Sex:** W  **DOB:** 28 Oct 1972  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** Eleonora Fedorenko is the Advisor on Childrens' Rights to the head of the so-called 'Donetsk People’s Republic'. In this role, she is involved in the illegal transportation of Ukrainian children to Russia and their adoption by Russian families. Eleonora Fedorenko's actions violate the rights of Ukrainian children and infringe Ukrainian law and administrative order, she is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine the sovereignty and independence of Ukraine and stability and security in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-59376  **Name:** Falkovskaya Larisa Pavlovna  **Spelling variant:** ФАЛЬКОВСКАЯ Лариса Павловна (Russian)
**Sex:** W  **DOB:** 6 Apr 1970  **POB:** Pirovskoye, Krasnoyarsk Territory, Russian Federation  **Nationality:** Russian Federation

**Justification:** a) Larisa Falkovskaya is the director of the Department of State Policy for the Protection of Childrens' Rights of the Ministry of Education of the Russian Federation. In this role, she is involved in the illegal transportation of Ukrainian children to Russia and their adoption by Russian families. b) As director of the Department of State Policy for the Protection of Childrens' Rights of the Ministry of Education of the Russian Federation, Larisa Falkovskaya has facilitated the illegal transportation and illegal adoption of over 2,000
Ukrainian orphans. In various official public appearances, Larisa Falkovskaya has acted as the main spokesperson and coordinator for Russia’s illegal deportation scheme. c) Larisa Falkovskaya’s actions violate the rights of Ukrainian children and infringe Ukrainian law and administrative order, she is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies which undermine the sovereignty and independence of Ukraine and stability and security in Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59386 Name: Gariyev Denis Valiullovich Spelling variant: ГАРИЕВ Денис Валиуллович (Russian) Sex: M DOB: Mar 1978 POB: Khabarovsk Region, Russian Federation Good quality a.k.a.: Denis Garijev Nationality: Russian Federation Identification document: a) Passport No. 654034325, Russian Federation b) Passport No. XXIIAH534753, Russian Federation (alt. Passport) Justification: a) Denis Gariyev is the head of the ‘Russian Imperial Legion’, a paramilitary wing of the Russian Imperial Movement (RIM), a white-supremacist group founded by Stanislav Vorobyov in 2002. This paramilitary group is actively fighting in the war of aggression against Ukraine on behalf of the Russian Federation. On social media, the ‘Russian Imperial Legion’ describes its involvement in the Russian war against Ukraine as “contributing to reconnaissance and assault missions”. b) Denis Gariyev has participated in the war of aggression against Ukraine and was wounded in early 2022. Denis Gariyev has actively recruited volunteer fighters to join his paramilitary organisation in the fight against Ukraine on his Telegram channel. In addition to their fighting in Ukraine, the Russian Imperial Legion has provided paramilitary-style training to white supremacists in the European Union, actively working to rally these types of groups into a common front against their perceived enemies. c) In his capacity as leader and commander of the Russian Imperial Legion, Denis Gariyev is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59401 Name: Vorobyov Stanislav Anatolyevich Spelling variant: ВОРОБЬЕВ Станислав Анатольевич (Russian) Sex: M DOB: 2 Jun 1960 POB: Russian Federation Good quality a.k.a.: a) Stanislav Vorobiev b) Stanislav Vorobov c) Stanislav Vorobyov d) Stanislav Vorobev Identification document: Other No. IVG678677, Russian Federation Justification: a) Stanislav Vorobyov is the head of the Russian Imperial Movement, a white supremacist paramilitary organisation that is actively fighting in Ukraine on behalf of the Russian government. The Russian Imperial Movement (RIM) was founded by Stanislav Vorobyov in 2002. Under the leadership of Stanislav Vorobyov, the Russian Imperial Movement is promoting ethnic Russian nationalism while seeking to fuel white supremacist extremism in the West. It provides paramilitary training to Russian nationals and to members of likeminded organisations from other countries. Its armed wing, the Imperial Legion, is actively fighting on behalf of the Russian armed forces in Russia’s war against Ukraine. On its official webpage, the Movement identifies ‘fighting in Ukraine against the Uniates and Pagans, who are the backbone of the Ukrainian armed forces’ as one of its main endeavors. Stanislav Vorobyov has personally recruited volunteers to fight alongside the Russian armed forces in Russia’s war against Ukraine. b) In his capacity as leader of the Russian Imperial Movement, Stanislav Vorobyov is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence
of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-59411  **Name:** Anosov Viktor Yuryevich  **Spelling variant:** АНОСОВ Виктор Юрьевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 31 Oct 1965  **POB:** Simferopol, Ukraine  **Good quality a.k.a.:** Viktor YuriiMOVYCH Anosov ‘the Nose’ (Russian: ‘Нос’)  **Nationality:** a) Ukraine b) Russian Federation  **Identification document:** a) Other No. ES662458, Ukraine b) Other No. ES301083, Ukraine c) Other No. 68 13 814996, Russian Federation  **Justification:** a) Viktor Anosov is a board member of the 'Union of Donbas Volunteers', a paramilitary organisation that actively fights alongside the Russian armed forces in Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. In his capacity as board member of the Union of Donbas Volunteers, Viktor Anosov has been stationed in Slovyansk, Donetsk region, fighting on behalf of the Russian armed forces. Additionally, Viktor Anosov has served as chairman of the military ‘tribunal’ of the so-called 'Donetsk People’s Republic', in which capacity he has been responsible for the torture and murder of Ukrainian prisoners. b) The Union of Donbas Volunteers combat units contracted with the Russian Ministry of Defence, and its members were tasked with providing direct support for Russian military actions. Additionally, the Union of Donbas Volunteers has performed reconnaissance operations such as intelligence-gathering and scouting for Russian forces, including identifying locations for Russian military strikes against targets in Ukraine. c) In his capacity as board member of the 'Union of Donbas Volunteers', Viktor Anosov is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-59425  **Name:** Petrovskiy Yan Igorovich  **Spelling variant:** ПЕТРОВСКИЙ Ян Игоревич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 2 Jan 1987  **POB:** Irkutsk, Russian Federation  **Good quality a.k.a.:** Jan Petrovsky Yan Petrovsky ‘Veliki Slavian’ ‘Velikiy Slavyan’  **Nationality:** Russian Federation  **Justification:** a) Yan Petrovskiy is the leader and commander of the Russian paramilitary group ‘Task Force 'Rusich’, which maintains links to Russian private military company Wagner Group, possibly operating as a sub-unit of Wagner. Task Force ‘Rusich’ is participating in combat alongside Russia’s military in the war of aggression against Ukraine. ‘Rusich’ has a long history of fighting alongside Russiabacked proxies in the Donbas region of Ukraine. In 2015, ‘Rusich’ mercenaries were accused of, and filmed, committing atrocities against deceased and captured Ukrainian soldiers. b) In his capacity as leader and commander of Task Force ‘Rusich’, Yan Petrovskiy is responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine. **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**Entities**

**SSID:** 175-57746  **Name:** Design and Manufacturing of Aircraft Engines (DAMA)

**Address:** Shishesh Mina Street, Karaj Special Road, Tehran, Iran  

**Justification:** a) Design and Manufacturing of Aircraft Engines (DAMA) is an Iranian company. b) DAMA is involved in the research, development and production of the Iranian Shahed-171 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) programme, which is owned by the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps Aerospace Force (IRGC AF). DAMA is a front company that carried out covert procurement activities for Iran’s Aircraft Manufacturing Industries (HESA), an entity affiliated with Iran’s Ministry of Defence and Armed Forces Logistics (MODAFL). c) Iran has sold several kinds of UAVs to the Russian Federation, including Shahed-171, developed by DAMA. The Shahed-171 UAVs were used by the Russian Federation in the war of aggression against Ukraine. d) Therefore, DAMA is supporting materially actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Registration number: 14005160213 b) Principal place of business: Iran Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57756 Name: Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Research and Self-Sufficiency Jihad Organization (IRGC SSJO)
DOF: 1993 Address: a) Tehran, Iran b) Isfahan, Iran
Justification: a) Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Research and Self-Sufficiency Jihad Organization (IRGC SSJO) is a research and development unit that develops and manufactures ground penetrating radar, communication systems, weaponry, combat vehicles and electronic cyberwarfare equipment. b) As part of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), the IRGC SSJO has been involved in research and development and procurement activities linked to the development of Iranian Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), some of which are being used by the Russian Federation in the war of aggression against Ukraine. c) Therefore, the IRGC SSJO is supporting materially actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Type of entity: Military contractor b) Place of registration: Tehran, Iran c) Principal place of business: Iran d) Other associated entities: Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57769 Name: Oje Parvaz Mado Nafar Company (Mado)
Good quality a.k.a.: Owj Parvaz Mado Nafar Company LLC Address: No. 1106, 11 Hemmat Corner, Hemmat Square, Hemmat Boulevard, Shokuhieh Industrial Town, Qom, 3718116354, Qom, Iran
Justification: a) Oje Parvaz Mado Nafar Company (Mado) is an Iran-based company specialised in manufacturing unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) components. b) Mado has produced UAV engines for entities linked to the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), including engines used in Shahed-136 UAVs. Shahed-136 UAVs are being used by the Russian Federation in the war of aggression against Ukraine, under the name Geran-2. c) Therefore, Mado is supporting materially actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-57778 Name: Paravar Pars Company
Good quality a.k.a.: a) Paravar Pars Aerospace Research and Engineering Services b) Paravar Pars Aerospace Research Institute c) Paravar Pars Engineering and Services Aerospace Research Company d) Paravar Pars e) ParavarPars f) Pravarpars Engineering Research and Design Company Address: Tehran, Iran (Principal place of business: 13 km of Shahid Babaei Highway, after Imam Hossein University, next to Telo Road)
Justification: a) Paravar Pars Company is closely associated with the Imam Hossein University, which is controlled by the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC). b) Paravar Pars Company has produced Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for the IRGC Aerospace Force (IRGC AF) and has tested UAVs for the IRGC Navy. In particular, Paravar Pars Company was involved in the research, development and production of the Iranian Shahed-
171 UAV developed by the IRGC AF. Shahed-171 UAVs produced in Iran are used by the Russian Federation in the war of aggression against Ukraine. **c)** Therefore, Paravar Pars Company is supporting materially actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Email: info@paravar-pars.com **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID: 175-58082** **Name:** JSC Votkinsk Machine Building Plant **Spelling variant:** AO 'Воткинский завод' (Russian)

**Address:** Kirov street, City of Votkinsk, 2427430, Udmurt, Russian Federation

**Justification:** a) Votkinsk Plant is a factory within the Russian defence industry which manufactures weapons of strategic importance to Russia. It is the only plant of its kind in Russia. It manufactures, inter alia, missiles and ammunition for the Iskander and Tochka- U complexes, which Russia used during the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially, or benefitting from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. **Other information:** a) Telephone: +7 (34145) 6-53-53 b) Email: zavod@vzavod.ru c) Website: https://vzavod.ru/ d) Type of entity: Joint Stock Company  

**SSID: 175-58170** **Name:** PJSC 'Motovilikhinskiye Zavody' **Spelling variant:** a) Публичное акционерное общество специального машиностроения и металлургии 'Мотовилихинские заводы' (Russian) b) ПАО 'Мотовилихинские заводы' (Russian)

**Address:** Perm, str. 1905, building 35, 614014, Russian Federation

**Justification:** a) PJSC Motovilikhinskiye Zavody is a Russian public weapons and ammunition manufacturer. It is managed by the company ‘RTCapital’ of the State Corporation Rostec. The main activity of PJSC Motovilikhinskiye Zavody is the production of military equipment, such as artillery pieces, mortars, and multiple rocket launchers. PJSC Motovilikhinskiye Zavody develops and manufactures combat and transport-loading vehicles from the Grad, Smerch, Tornado-G, and Tornado-S multiple launch rocket systems. It is the only Russian manufacturer of combat and transport-loading vehicles from the composition of multiple launch rocket systems of the type ‘Grad’, ‘Smerch’ and their modified versions ‘Tornado-G’ and ‘Tornado-S’. b) PJSC Motovilikhinskiye Zavody is involved in the production of the multiple launch rocket systems (MLRS) ‘Tornado-G’ and ‘Tornado-S’, which are being delivered to the Russian Armed Forces and which are used in the war of aggression against Ukraine. c) PJSC Motovilikhinskiye Zavody is therefore responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. PJSC Motovilikhinskiye Zavody also benefits from the war of aggression against Ukraine as it contributes to the supply of multiple launch rocket systems (MLRS) for the Russian Armed Forces and thus benefits directly from the growing need for arms. Due to the growing need for arms, PJSC Motovilikhinskiye Zavody is benefitting from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. **Other information:** a) Type of entity: Public Joint Stock Company b) Place of registration: Perm, Russian Federation c) Date of registration: 11 December 1992 d) Registration number: 1025901364708 e) Principal place of business: Russia **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-58224 **Name:** All-Russia State Television and Radio Broadcasting Company (VGTRK)  
**Spelling variant:** Всероссийская государственная телевизионная и радиовещательная компания (ВГТРК) (Russian)  
**Address:** str. 5th Yamskogo Polya 19-21, Moscow, 125124, Russian Federation  
**Justification:** a) VGTRK is a media holding company, which controls tv channels such as Rossiya 1, Rossiya 24, RTR Planeta, radio station Vesti FM and others. It is owned and controlled by the Russian Federation and was recognised as a strategic enterprise by President Vladimir Putin. In 2022, in the context of the Russian war of aggression against Ukraine, Russian government increased funding for state-controlled media; VGTRK is set to receive 25.2 billion roubles. VGTRK is therefore benefitting from the Russian decision-makers responsible for the annexation of Crimea or the destabilisation of Ukraine. b) Channels owned by VGTRK provide a platform to Olga Skabeyeva, Dmitry Kiselyov, Vladimir Soloviev and others, who are spreading propaganda and disinformation related to Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. VGTRK is therefore supporting actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, and is associated with natural persons which support such policies and actions. Furthermore, VGTRK is responsible for supporting and benefitting from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.  
**Other information:** a) Type of entity: Federal State Unitary Enterprise  
b) Place of registration: Pokhodnyy Proyezd 3-2, 125373, Moscow, Russia  
c) Date of registration: 14.10.2002  
d) Registration number: 1027700310076  
e) Principal place of business: Moscow, Russia  
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58267 **Name:** National Media Group  
**Spelling variant:** ‘Национальная Медиа Группа’ (НМГ) (Russian)  
**Address:** Prechistenskaya embankment 13, building 1, Moscow, 119034, Russian Federation  
**Justification:** a) National Media Group is a media holding, controlling 28 media enterprises in Russia, including Channel One, Channel 5, REN TV and STS, 78.ru, the national newspaper Izvestia, Delovoy Peterburg and other outlets. It is owned by Bank Rossiya, whose main shareholder is Yuriy Kovalchuk. NMG chairman of the board is Alina Kabaeva. NMG is therefore associated with persons and entities under restrictive measures in respect of actions undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. b) The media outlets controlled by NMG are actively spreading propaganda and disinformation related to the Russian war of aggression against Ukraine. NMG is therefore supporting actions which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.  
**Other information:** a) Type of entity: Joint stock company  
b) Date of registration: 01.02.2008  
c) Registration number: 1087746152207  
d) Taxpayer Identification Number: 7704676655  
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58291 **Name:** Strategic Culture Foundation  
**Spelling variant:** Russian: Фонд стратегической культуры (Russian)  
**Address:** Bolshaya Polyanka str., 50/1 STR.1, Moscow, 119180, Russian Federation  
**Justification:** a) Strategic Culture Foundation is an organisation financed by the Russian Federation. According to official reports, it is closely associated with Russian special services, including the SVR. b) The websites controlled by Strategic Culture Foundation: strategic-culture.org and fondsk.ru amplify pro-Kremlin narratives and are aimed at targeting foreign audiences with pro-Kremlin disinformation. Strategic Culture Foundation is therefore
supporting, actions which undermine the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Furthermore, the Strategic Culture Foundation is responsible for supporting and benefitting from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. Other information: a) Type of entity: Limited Liability Company b) Place of registration: Bolshaya Polyanka str., 50/1STR.1, 119180, Moscow, Russia c) Date of registration: 21.02.2005 d) Registration number: 1057746290469 e) Tax payer ID: 7706569306 f) Principal place of business: Moscow, Russia Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58307 Name: Credit Bank of Moscow Spelling variant: Московский кредитный банк (Russian)
Address: 2 Lukov pereulok, building 1, Moscow, 107045, Russian Federation
Justification: a) Credit Bank of Moscow is Russia’s largest non-state public bank and Russia’s sixth-largest financial institution. It is a systemically important financial institution for the Government of the Russian Federation. The bank operates in the financial services sector, which is of strategic importance to the Russian economy and generates a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation. b) Credit Bank of Moscow receives state support. In May 2022 it obtained a gold export licence from the government. Therefore, it benefits directly from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. c) Credit Bank of Moscow is therefore involved in an economic sector providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. Furthermore, Credit Bank of Moscow is benefitting from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. Other information: a) Type of entity: Public Joint Stock Company b) Place of registration: Russian Federation c) Date of registration: 1992 d) Registration number: 1027739555282 e) Principal place of business: Russian Federation Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58325 Name: ANO TV-Novosti Spelling variant: АНО ‘ТВ-новости’ (Russian)
Address: Autonomous nonprofit organization (ANO) “TV-Novosti”, BOROVAYA ULITSA, D.3, K.1, Moscow, 111020, Russian Federation
Justification: a) TV-Novosti is a Russian-government-linked media organisation. It is funded from the federal budget of the Russian Federation. Through its subordinate media outlets, including RT, it spread pro-Kremlin propaganda and disinformation, and supported Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. b) Therefore it supported, materially or financially, actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Furthermore, it benefitted from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. Other information: a) Telephone: +7(499)750-00-75, +7(495)926-28-30, +7(495)649-89-89 b) Website: https://partners.rt.com c) Email: info@rtv.ru Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58343 Name: JSC ‘Dalnevostochnyi Bank’ Spelling variant: a) JSC ‘Far Eastern Bank’ (English) b) АО ‘ДАЛЬНЕВОСТОЧНЫЙ БАНК’ (Russian)
Address: 27, Verkhneportovaya Street, Vladivostok, 690990, Russian Federation
Justification: a) Dalnevostochnyi Bank is one of the largest banks in the Far East of Russia and it is an important financial institution for the Government of the Russian Federation. The bank operates in the financial services sector, which is of strategic importance to the
Russian economy and generates a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation. **b)** Dalnevostochny Bank is also one of the banks that is authorised to provide banking support for contracts in the field of Russian State defence and it is involved in many State programs. It is therefore strategically important for the Russian Government in the context of the war of aggression against Ukraine. **c)** Dalnevostochny Bank is therefore involved in an economic sector providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. Furthermore, Dalnevostochny Bank supports financially the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. **Other information:** **a)** Internet website: http://www.dvbank.ru/ **b)** Type of entity: Joint Stock Company **c)** Place of registration: Russian Federation **d)** Date of registration: 20.11.1990 **e)** Registration number: 1022500000786 **f)** Principal place of business: Russian Federation **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58364 **Name:** United Russia **Spelling variant:** Единая Россия (Russian) **Address:** 39th Building, Kutuzovsky Prospekt, Moscow, 121170, Russian Federation **Justification:** **a)** United Russia is a Kremlin-aligned political party. It is chaired by former Russian president Dmitry Medvedev. It supported war of aggression against Ukraine, and backed the illegal and unrecognised annexation of Ukraine’s Donetsk, Luhansk, Zaporizhzhia and Kherson regions by Russia. **b)** Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** **a)** Telephone: (495) 786-82-89 **b)** Website: https://er.ru **c)** Email: post@edinros.ru **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58379 **Name:** Armed Forces of the Russian Federation **Spelling variant:** Вооружённые Силы Российской Федерации (Russian) **Address:** Frunzenskaya Naberezhnaya 22, Moscow, 119160, Russian Federation **Justification:** **a)** Armed Forces of the Russian Federation are the military forces of the Russian Federation. On 24 February 2022, they launched the war of aggression against Ukraine. **b)** Soldiers of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation allegedly committed war crimes and violations of human rights against citizens of Ukraine, including the indiscriminate use of explosive weapons in populated areas and attacks on civilians attempting to flee. Summary executions, unlawful confinement, torture, ill-treatment, rape and other sexual violence took place in areas occupied by the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. **c)** Therefore, the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation are responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** **a)** Telephone: 8 (495) 498-01-84 **b)** Website: https://mil.ru/ **c)** Email: ps-smi@mil.ru **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58395 **Name:** Federal Service for Supervision of Communications, Information Technologies and Mass Media (Roskomnadzor) **Spelling variant:** Федеральная служба по надзору в сфере связи, информационных технологий и массовых коммуникаций (Роскомнадзор) (Russian) **Address:** Kitaygorodsky Ave 7 / 2, Moscow, 109992, Russian Federation **Justification:** **a)** Roskomnadzor is a Russian state agency responsible for communications, information technology and mass media. It has implemented the state policy of censorship towards independent media outlets. After the start of Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine it significantly limited the access to information to the Russian society, favored a
pro-war propaganda and introduced a war censorship to silence the anti-war dissent. It ordered Russian media outlets to use only the information and data provided by the official government sources when reporting about the war of aggression against Ukraine. It banned the use of words 'invasion' or 'war' and instructed to employ the term 'special operation' instead. It forbade reporting about numerous casualties among Russian military personnel and the civilian population of Ukraine. It warned the media against publishing an interview given by the President of Ukraine, Volodymyr Zelensky. It shut down websites that did not follow its orders, and requested the courts to punish non-complying media outlets. Furthermore, it blocked access to the Facebook and Twitter social media platforms in order to stop them from sharing information about the war. **b) Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.**

**Other information:**

- **a) Telephone:** +7 (495) 983-33-93
- **b) Email:** rsoc_in@rkn.gov.ru
- **c) Website:** https://rkn.gov.ru/

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

---

**SSID:** 175-58404  **Name:** National Guard of the Russian Federation  
**Spelling variant:** Федеральная служба войск национальной гвардии Российской Федерации (Russian)  
**Good quality a.k.a.:** Rosgvardiya (Росгвардия)  
**Address:** 9 Krasnokazarmennaya Street, Moscow, 111250, Russian Federation  
**Justification:**

- **a) National Guard of the Russian Federation is the internal armed force of the Russian Federation. It took part in Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine.**  
- **b) Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.**

**Other information:**

- **a) Telephone:** +7 495 361 85 79
- **b) Website:** https://rosguard.gov.ru
- **c) Email:** dvsmi@rosgvard.ru

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

---

**SSID:** 175-58416  **Name:** New People  
**Spelling variant:** Новые люди (Russian)  
**Address:** Bolshoy Trekhgornyy Pereulok, building 11, entrance 2, Moscow, 123022, Russian Federation  
**Justification:**

- **a) New People is a Russian political party. It supported Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine, and backed the illegal and unrecognised annexation of Ukraine’s Donetsk, Luhansk, Zaporizhzhia and Kherson regions by Russia.**  
- **b) Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.**

**Other information:**

- **a) Telephone:** +7 (800) 550-10-39
- **b) Website:** https://newpeople.ru/
- **c) Email:** info@newpeople.ru

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

---

**SSID:** 175-58443  **Name:** Liberal Democratic Party of Russia  
**Spelling variant:** Либерально-демократическая партия России (Russian)  
**Address:** 1st Basmanny Lane, building 3, entrance 1, Moscow, 107045, Russian Federation  
**Justification:**

- **a) Liberal Democratic Party of Russia is a Russian political party. It supported Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine, and backed the illegal and unrecognized annexation of Ukraine’s Donetsk, Luhansk, Zaporizhzhia and Kherson regions by Russia.**  
- **b) Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.**

**Other information:**

- **a) Telephone:** +7 (495) 530-62-62
- **b) Website:** https://ldpr.ru/
- **c) Email:** office@ldpr.ru

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022
SSID: 175-58452 Name: Russian Aerospace Forces Spelling variant: Воздушно-космические силы (Russian)  
Address: Frunzenskaya Naberezhnaya 22, Moscow, 119160, Russian Federation  
Justification: a) Russian Aerospace Forces is the air and space branch of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. They took part in Russia's war of aggression against Ukraine. b) Therefore, they are responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.  
Other information: a) Telephone: 8 (495) 498-02-09 b) Website: https://structure.mil.ru/structure/forces/air.htm c) Email: ps-smi@mil.ru  
Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022  
SSID: 175-58475 Name: Russian Airborne Forces Spelling variant: ‘Воздушно-десантные войска’ (Russian)  
Address: Frunzenskaya Naberezhnaya 22, Moscow, 119160, Russian Federation  
Justification: a) Russian Airborne Forces is the airborne forces branch of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. They took part in Russia's war of aggression against Ukraine. b) Therefore, they are responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.  
Other information: a) Telephone: 8 (495) 962 98 88 b) Website: https://structure.mil.ru/structure/forces/rd/airborne.htm c) Email: ps-vdv@mil.ru  
Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022  
SSID: 175-58490 Name: Just Russia — Patriots — For Truth Spelling variant: ‘Справедливая Россия — Патриоты — За правду’ (Russian)  
Address: a) Legal address: 29 Bolshaya Tatarskaya St., Moscow, 115184, Russian Federation b) Correspondence address: 14 Akademika Pilyugina str., entr. 2, Moscow, 117393, Russian Federation  
Justification: a) Just Russia — Patriots — For Truth is a Russian political party. It supported Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine, and backed the illegal and unrecognized annexation of Ukraine’s Donetsk, Luhansk, Zaporizhzhia and Kherson regions by Russia. b) Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.  
Other information: a) Telephone: +7 495 787 85 15 b) Website: https://spravedlivo.ru/main c) Email: info@spravedlivo.ru  
Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022  
SSID: 175-58508 Name: Russian Ground Forces Spelling variant: ‘Сухопутные войска’ (Russian)  
Address: Frunzenskaya Naberezhnaya 22/2, Moscow, 119160, Russian Federation  
Justification: a) Russian Ground Forces are land forces of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. They took part in Russia's war of aggression against Ukraine. b) Therefore, they are responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.  
Other information: a) Telephone: 8 (495) 693 32 56 b) Website: https://eng.mil.ru/en/structure/forces/type/ground.htm c) Email: ps-sv@mil.ru  
Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022  
SSID: 175-58523 Name: Russian Navy Spelling variant: Военно-морской флот (Russian)  
Address: Frunzenskaya Naberezhnaya 22, Moscow, 119160, Russian Federation  
Justification: a) Russian Navy is the maritime force of the Armed Forces of the Russian
Federation. Russian Navy units took part in Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. 
Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: 

- Telephone: +7 (968) 766-17-67 
- Website: https://structure.mil.ru/structure/forces/navy.htm 
- Email: ps-vmf@mil.ru 

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58527 
**Name:** Communist Party of the Russian Federation 
**Spelling variant:** Коммунистическая партия Российской Федерации (Russian) 
**Address:** 3 Maly Sukharevsky Pereulok, bldg. 1, Moscow, 103051, Russian Federation 
**Justification:** 

a) Communist Party of the Russian Federation is a Russian political party. It supported Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine, and backed the illegal and unrecognised annexation of Ukraine’s Donetsk, Luhansk, Zaporizhzhia and Kherson regions by Russia. 
b) Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. 

**Other information: 

- Telephone: +7-495-692-7646 
- Website: https://kprf.ru/ 
- Email: inter@kprf.ru 

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58555 
**Name:** Special Operations Forces 
**Spelling variant:** Силы специальных операций (Russian) 
**Address:** Command of the Special Operations Forces, military unit, Senezh town, 99450, Moscow region, Solnechnogorsk district, Russian Federation 
**Justification:** 

a) Special Operations Forces are special forces of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. Special Operations Forces took part in Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. 
b) Therefore, they are responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. 

**Other information:** Email: ps-smi@mil.ru 

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58575 
**Name:** Main Computing Center of the General Staff (GVC) 
**Spelling variant:** Главный вычислительный центр Генерального штаба (‘ГВЦ’) (Russian) 
**Address:** Znamenka Street 19, Moscow, Russian Federation 
**Justification:** 

The Main Computing Centre of the General Staff (GVC) of Russia’s Armed Forces General Staff is a key entity in Russia’s missile strikes on Ukraine, including on civilian targets, throughout April to October 2022, killing over 30 people and wounding more than 100 in October 2022 alone. The GVC is responsible for technical preparations, including calculating relevant data for missile attacks on Ukraine. The GVC is thus responsible for, supporting or implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. 

**Other information:** Type of entity: Russian Military Institute 

**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58595 
**Name:** Main Intelligence Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation 
**Spelling variant:** Главное разведывательное управление Генерального штаба Вооружённых сил Российской Федерации (Russian) 
**Good quality a.k.a.:** GRU ((ГРУ)) 
**Address:** Grizodubovoy, 3, Moscow, 125252, Russian Federation 
**Justification:** 

a) Main Intelligence Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation is Russia's military intelligence agency. It took part in Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. 
b) Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially or financially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. 

**Other information:** Website:
SSID: 175-58623  Name: JSC ‘Zavolzhsky plant of caterpillar tractors’ (‘ZZGT’)  Spelling variant: ЗАО ‘Заволжский завод гусеничных тягачей’ (ЗЗГТ) (Russian)
Address: Zheleznodorozhnaya str., 1, Zavolzhye, 606522, Gorodetsky district, Nizhny Novgorod region, Russian Federation
Justification: a) JSC ‘Zavolzhsky plant of caterpillar tractors’ is a Russian machinebuilding enterprise, which produces and supplies all-terrain tracked GAZ-3344-20 vehicles. b) JSC ‘Zavolzhsky plant of caterpillar tractors’ provides GAZ-3344-20 vehicles to the Russian Armed Forces, which are used in the war of aggression against Ukraine. c) The JSC ‘Zavolzhsky plant of caterpillar tractors’ is therefore responsible for supporting materially actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Type of entity: Joint Stock Company  b) Date of registration: 26.09.2011  c) Place of registration: Nizhny Novgorod region, Russia  d) Principal place of business: Russia

SSID: 175-58628  Name: JSC Central Research Institute ‘Burevestnik’  Spelling variant: АО ЦЕНТРАЛЬНЫЙ НАУЧНО-ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ‘БУРЕВЕСТНИК’  (Russian)
Address: Sormovskoe highway 1a, Nizhny Novgorod, Nizhny Novgorod region, Russian Federation (HQ)
Justification: a) JSC Central Research Institute ‘Burevestnik’ is a Russian arms industry company. During its existence (since 1970), the company developed around 400 different types of arms and military equipment. It is best known for producing the following arms: artillery installations for naval artillery AK-176, A-190; mobile Mortars (types 2B11, 2K32, 2C12, 2B25), howitzer 2C35 and others. b) JSC Central Research Institute ‘Burevestnik’ provides Mortars of various types to the Russian Armed Forces which are used in the war of aggression against Ukraine. c) JSC Central Research Institute ‘Burevestnik’ is therefore responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information:  a) Type of entity: joint-stock company

SSID: 175-58658  Name: Public Joint Stock Company ‘Zavod Tula’  Spelling variant: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ‘ЗАВОД ТУЛА’  (Russian)
Address: F. Smirnova str., 28 korp., Tula, Tula region, Russian Federation
Justification: a) PJSC ‘ZAVOD TULA’ is the main developer and serial supplier of mobile means of radiation, chemical and non-specific biological reconnaissance for the Unit of the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation in charge of radiation, chemical and biological protection. PJSC ‘ZAVOD TULA’ provides manufactured special radiation reconnaissance vehicles to the Russian Armed Forces, which are used in the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) PJSC ‘ZAVOD TULA’ is therefore responsible for supporting materially actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Type of entity: Public Joint Stock Company  b) Date of registration: 16.08.2002  c) Place of registration: Tula, Russia  d) Registration number: 1027100592210  e) Principal place of business: Russia
SSID: 175-58668  **Name:** Limited Liability Company 'Volgograd Machine-Building Company "VGTZ"'  
**Spelling variant:** ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ВОЛГОГРАДСКАЯ МАШИНОСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ "ВГТЗ" (Russian)  
**Address:** square Im. Dzerzhinskogo 1, Volgograd, 400006, Volgogradskaya oblast, Russian Federation  
**Justification:** a) LLC 'Volgograd Machine Building Company "VGTZ"' is a Russian developer and manufacturer of landing combat vehicles. b) LLC 'Volgograd Machine Building Company "VGTZ"' develops and manufactures combat vehicles from - BMD-4M, BTR-MDM to modernised infantry fighting vehicles BMP-2 and BMP-3, which are used by the Russian Armed Forces during the Russian war of aggression against Ukraine. c) LLC 'Volgograd Machine Building Company "VGTZ"' therefore is responsible for supporting materially actions, which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. LLC 'Volgograd Machine Building Company "VGTZ"' benefits from the war of aggression of Russia against Ukraine as it contributes to the supply of fighting vehicles for the Russian Armed Forces and thus benefits directly from the growing need for arms. Due to the growing need for arms, LLC 'Volgograd Machine Building Company "VGTZ"' is benefitting from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.  
**Other information:** a) Type of entity: Limited Liability Company b) Place of registration: Volgograd region, Volgograd, Russian Federation c) Date of registration: 28 Nov 2002 d) Registration number: 1023402461752 e) Principal place of business: Russia  
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58689  **Name:** JSC Bryansk Automobile Plant  
**Spelling variant:** АО 'Брянский автомобильный завод' (Russian)  
**Good quality a.k.a.:** JSC 'BAZ' (АО 'БАЗ')  
**Address:** 1 Stalelityenaya ul., Bryansk, 241035, Bryanskaya oblast, Russian Federation  
**Justification:** a) JSC Bryansk Automobile Plant is the only Russian manufacturer that produces special wheeled chassis and tractors (SKST) of high cross-country ability, which are the basis of the transport base for existing and future means of air and rocket and space defence, as well as actively used as part of mobile means of radar reconnaissance, engineering support, and multiple launch rocket systems. b) JSC Bryansk Automobile Plant produces special wheeled chassis and tractors, which are used to place S-350, S-400, Tor-M2 anti-aircraft missile systems and other aerospace defence systems. Those air defence systems are used by the Russian Armed Forces in the Russian war of aggression Ukraine. c) JSC Bryansk Automobile Plant is therefore responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. JSC Bryansk Automobile Plant benefits from the war of aggression of Russia against Ukraine as it contributes to the supply of special wheeled chassis and tractors for the air defence systems for the Russian Armed Forces and thus benefits directly from the growing need for arms. Due to the growing need for arms, JSC Bryansk Automobile Plant is benefitting from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.  
**Other information:** a) Type of entity: Joint Stock Company b) Place of registration: Bryansk region, Bryansk, Russian Federation c) Date of registration: 04.04.2008 d) Registration number: 1083254005141 e) Principal place of business: Russia  
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022
**SSID: 175-58739** **Name:** JSC Machine Building Company ‘Vityaz’ **Spelling variant:** АО “МАШИНОСТРОИТЕЛЬ НАЯ КОМПАНИЯ “ВИИТЯЗЬ”” (Russian)
**Address:** 2 Industrialnoe sh., Ishimbai, Republic of Bashkortostan, Russian Federation (HQ)
**Justification:** a) JSC Machine Building Company “Vityaz” (or JSC Vityaz) is a Russian company engaged in the development, production, operation and repair of armoured military vehicles. It is a patent producer of DT-30 ‘Vityaz’. JSC Vityaz provides and manufactures a two-link tracked all-terrain military vehicle DT-30 ‘Vityaz’ for the Russian Armed Forces, which are used in the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) JSC Vityaz is therefore responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Type of entity: Joint Stock Company
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID: 175-58766** **Name:** JSC Kazan Optical and Mechanical Plant (JSC Komz) **Spelling variant:** АО КАЗАНСКИЙ ОПТИКО-МЕХАНИЧЕСКИЙ ЗАВОД (АО КОМЗ) (Russian)
**Address:** st. Lipatova, 37, Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russian Federation
**Justification:** a) JSC Komz is a Russian diversified enterprise specialising in the development and production of optical devices and electronic warfare equipment (including radars, binoculars, etc.). b) JSC Komz produces Moscow-1 (Москва-1), Rychag-AV (Рычаг-АВ) and Quicksilver-BM (Ртуть-БМ) electronic warfare systems that are being delivered to the Russian Armed Forces and which are used in the Russian war of aggression against Ukraine. c) JSC Komz is therefore responsible for supporting materially actions, which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. JSC Komz benefits from the war of aggression of Russia against Ukraine as it contributes to the supply of electronic warfare systems for the Russian Armed Forces and thus benefits directly from the growing need for arms. Due to the growing need for arms, JSC Komz is benefitting from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. **Other information:** Type of entity: Joint Stock Company
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID: 175-58782** **Name:** JSC Eniks **Spelling variant:** АО ‘ЭНИКС’ (Russian)
**Address:** st. Korolenko 120, Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russian Federation
**Justification:** a) JSC Eniks is a Russian company engaged in the development, production, operation and repair of aerial target complexes and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), remote surveillance systems and other warfare equipment. JSC Eniks provides manufactured UAVs (Eleron-3 and Eleron-10) to the Russian Armed Forces, which are used in the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) JSC Eniks is therefore responsible for supporting materially actions, which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** a) Type of entity: joint-stock company b) Place of registration: Russian Federation c) Date of registration: 06.06.2003 d) Registration number: 1031632202227 e) Principal place of business: Russia
**Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID: 175-58823** **Name:** Public Joint Stock Company ‘Scientific and Production Association “Strela”’ **Spelling variant:** ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ‘НАУЧНО-ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЪЕДИНЕНИЕ “СТРЕЛА”’ (Russian)
**Good quality a.k.a.:** PJSC ‘NPO “Strela”’
**Address:** str. M. Gorky 6, Tula, 300002, Tula region, Russian Federation
**Justification:** a) Scientific and Production Association ‘Strela’, PJSC, is a specialised enterprise engaged in the development and manufacture of radar equipment for the
surveillance and detection of ground and sea surface targets. The enterprise is engaged in development and manufacture of: battlefield surveillance radars, weapon-locating radars, artillery muzzle velocity radars, weapon control radars, air-borne equipment for air defence surface-to-air missiles, civilian radar security systems. The association is part of the Russian state-owned Almaz- Antey Air Defence Concern and is the head organisation for coordinating activities in the assigned area of technology. It also should be noted that the Almaz-Antey Concern belongs to the Federal Agency for State Property Management. The company develops and produces a counter-battery (artillery-locating) radar complex Zoopark-1M, mobile radar reconnaissance ground station SNAR-10M1, special combat, reconnaissance vehicle SBRM Tigr (‘Tiger’) and other military products, which are used/were used by Russia during the illegal invasion of Ukraine in 2022. Thus, the PJSC Scientific and Production Association ‘Strela’ is responsible for supporting materially or financially actions, which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Type of entity: Public Joint Stock Company b) Place of registration: str. M. Gorky 6, 300002, city of Tula, Tula region, Russian Federation c) Date of registration: 23.09.2002 d) State registration number: 1027100517256 e) Taxpayer Identification Number: 7103028233 Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58853 Name: JSC Izhevsk Electromechanical Plant 'Kupol' Spelling variant: ИЖЕВСКИЙ ЭЛЕКТРОМЕХАНИЧЕСКИЙ ЗАВОД 'КУПОЛ' (Russian) Address: Pesochnaya str. 3, Izhevsk, Udmurt Republic, Russian Federation (HQ) Justification: a) JSC Izhevsk Electromechanical Plant 'Kupol' (or JSC IEMZ ‘Kupol’) is a Russian company engaged in the development, production, operation and repair of Tor missile systems, an all-weather, low to medium-altitude, short-range surface-to-air missile system designed for destroying airplanes, helicopters, cruise missiles, etc. b) JSC Izhevsk Electromechanical Plant 'Kupol' provides manufactured Tor missile systems to the Russian Armed Forces, which are used in the war of aggression against Ukraine. c) JSC Izhevsk Electromechanical Plant 'Kupol' is therefore responsible for supporting materially actions which undermine or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Type of entity: joint-stock company b) Date of registration: 23.04.2002 c) Principal place of business: Russia Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58879 Name: JSC Vostochnaia Verf Spelling variant: АО ‘ВОСТОЧНАЯ ВЕРФЬ’ (Russian) Address: st. Heroes of the Pacific 1, Vladivostok, Primorsky Krai, Russian Federation (HQ) Justification: a) JSC Vostochnaia Verf is a Russian shipbuilding company. It is also known to be co-manufacturer of specific types of mine-sweeping boats, a variety of landing craft (such as Project 11770). Public sources indicate that some landing craft produced by JSC Vostochnaia Verf were used during Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. JSC Vostochnaia Verf provides manufactured landing craft to the Russian Armed Forces which are used in the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) JSC Vostochnaia Verf is therefore responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Type of entity: joint-stock company b) Date of registration: 06.08.1994 c) Registration number: 1022501797064 d) Principal place of business: Russia Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58896 Name: Russian Imperial Legion Spelling variant: Русский имперский легион (Russian)
**Good quality a.k.a.:** a) Russkiy Imperskiy Legion b) Saint Petersbourg Imperial Legion c) Imperial Legion d) RIL

**Justification:** a) The Russian Imperial Legion is a paramilitary wing of the Russian Imperial Movement (RIM), a white-supremacist group founded by Stanislav Vorobyov in 2002. This paramilitary group is actively fighting in the war of aggression against Ukraine on behalf of the Russian Federation. On social media, the 'Russian Imperial Legion' describes its involvement in the Russian war against Ukraine as 'contributing to reconnaissance and assault missions'. b) Therefore, the Russian Imperial Legion is supporting materially actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** a) Place of registration: St. Petersburg, Russian Federation (PO Box 128, Saint Petersburg 197022) b) Date of registration: 2002 **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58921 **Name:** LLC 'Holding Company "Ego-Holding"' **Spelling variant:** ООО "ХОЛДИНГОВАЯ КОМПАНИЯ “ЭГО-ХОЛДИНГ”" (Russian)

**Address:** str. Butlerova, 13, letter A, room 20H, St. Petersburg, 195256, Russian Federation

**Justification:** a) LLC 'Holding Company "Ego-Holding"' includes several enterprises of the military-industrial complex, which are the leaders in the Russian Federation in their areas of the defence industry for the development and manufacture of means and complexes of radio communication and electronic warfare. These are such enterprises as: NPO Zavod ‘Volna’, NTI ‘Radiosvyaz’, ‘PKB RIO’. One of them, JSC Scientific and Investment Enterprise ‘Protek’, develops and produces automated jamming stations R-330Zh ‘Zhitel’ used by Russia during the war of aggression against Ukraine. The LLC 'Holding Company "Ego-Holding"' acquired JSC Scientific and Investment Enterprise ‘Protek’ in Jan 2013. b) LLC 'Holding Company "Ego-Holding"', which owns several enterprises of the military-industrial complex, is responsible for supporting materially or financially actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** a) Type of entity: Limited Liability Company b) Place of registration: str. Butlerova, 13, letter A, room. 20H, 195256, St. Petersburg, Russian Federation c) Date of registration: 10.10.1997 d) State registration number: 1027802486580 e) Taxpayer Identification Number: 7804070635 **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58932 **Name:** Russian Imperial Movement **Spelling variant:** Русское имперское движение (Russian)

**Good quality a.k.a.:** a) RIM b) Russkoye Imperskoye Dvizheniye

**Justification:** a) The Russian Imperial Movement (RIM) is a white-supremacist group founded by Stanislav Vorobyov in 2002. The group promotes ethnic Russian nationalism and seeks to fuel white supremacy extremism in the West. It provides paramilitary training to Russian nationals and to members of like-minded organisations from other countries. Its armed wing, the Imperial Legion, is actively fighting on behalf of the Russian armed forces in Russia’s war against Ukraine. On its official webpage, the Movement identifies ‘fighting in Ukraine against the Uniates and Pagans, who are the backbone of the Ukrainian armed forces’ as one of its main endeavours. b) Therefore, the Russian Imperial Movement is supporting materially actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. **Other information:** Date of registration: 2002 **Modifications:** Listed on 21 Dec 2022

**SSID:** 175-58974 **Name:** Task Force ‘Rusich’ **Spelling variant:** a) ОПЕРАТИВНАЯ ГРУППА ‘РУСИЧ’ (Russian) b) ‘ДШРГ Русич’ (Russian)
Good quality a.k.a.: a) Military-Patriotic Club ‘Rusich’ b) ‘Rusich’ Sabotage And Assault Reconnaissance Group c) ‘Rusich’ Task Force d) Sabotage And Assault Reconnaissance Group ‘Rusich’ e) ‘DSHRG Rusich’

Justification: a) Task Force ‘Rusich’ is a Russian paramilitary group which maintains links to Russian private military company Wagner Group, possibly operating as a sub-unit of Wagner. Task Force ‘Rusich’ is participating in combat alongside Russia’s military in the war of aggression against Ukraine. ‘Rusich’ has a long history of fighting alongside Russia-backed proxies in the Donbas region of Ukraine, and in 2015, ‘Rusich’ mercenaries were accused of, and filmed, committing atrocities against deceased and captured Ukrainian soldiers. b) Therefore, Task Force ‘Rusich’ is supporting materially actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: Date of registration: 2014 Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-58998 Name: Union of Donbas Volunteers Spelling variant: СОЮЗ ДОБРОВОЛЬЦЕВ ДОНБАССА (Russian)

Justification: a) The Union of Donbas Volunteers is a paramilitary organisation that is actively fighting in the war of aggression against Ukraine on behalf of the Russian Federation. The paramilitary organisation combat units contracted with the Russian Ministry of Defence and its members were tasked with providing direct support for Russian military actions. Additionally, the Union of Donbas Volunteers has performed reconnaissance operations such as intelligence-gathering and scouting for Russian forces, including identifying locations for Russian military strikes against targets in Ukraine. b) Therefore, the Union of Donbas Volunteers is supporting materially actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Place of registration: str. Fadeeva, 7 building 1, office 2, 125047, Moscow, Russian Federation b) Date of registration: 27.08.2015 c) Taxpayer identification number: 9710001943 d) State registration number: 115770015065 Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59026 Name: SBK ART LLC Spelling variant: ООО SBK ART (Russian)

Address: Leningradsky Prospekt D. 37A K. 4, Floor/Room 10/33 A73, Municipal District Of Khoroshevsky, Moscow, 125167, Russian Federation

Justification: a) SBK ART LLC is a company in the Russian Federation associated with Sberbank. SBK ART LLC was established as a subsidiary of Sberbank before it was listed, for the purpose of holding Sberbank’s interests in the Fortenova group. Sberbank retains effective control over SBK ART LLC notwithstanding the purported transfer of its shares to a businessman in the United Arab Emirates. b) SBK ART LLC is therefore associated with Sberbank, which is listed as an entity financially supporting the Government of the Russian Federation and as an entity involved in an economic sector providing a substantial source of revenue to it. Other information: a) Type of entity: Limited Liability Company b) Place of registration: Pedestrian passage, home ownership 3. building 2, Moscow 125373, Russian Federation c) Date of registration: 10.12.2021 d) Registration number: 1217700605209 Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59074 Name: JSC A.E. Nudelman Design Bureau of Precision Machine Building (KB Tochmash) Spelling variant: АО КОНСТРУКТОРСКОЕ БЮРО ТОЧНОГО МАШИНОСТРОЕНИЯ ИМ. А. Э. НУДЕЛЬМАНА (КБ ТОЧМАШ) (Russian)

Address: str. Vvedensky, 8, Moscow, Russian Federation (HQ)

Justification: a) KB TOCHMASH is a part of the Russian state-owned company Almaz-
Antey Concern and is a Russian weapons developer that manufactures a broad array of anti-aircraft defence systems, MANPADS, missiles, including weapons of increased accuracy. b) KB TOCHMASH produces Strela-10 and Sosna-R anti-aircraft missile systems which are widely used during the Russian war of aggression in Ukraine in 2022. c) KB TOCHMASH therefore is responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. KB TOCHMASH benefits from the war of aggression of Russia against Ukraine as it contributes to the supply of anti-aircraft missile systems to the Russian Armed Forces and benefits from the growing need for arms. Therefore, the KB TOCHMASH is benefitting from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. Other information: a) Type of entity: joint-stock company b) Principal place of business: Russia Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59092 Name: JSC Automobile Plant URAL Spelling variant: AO Автомобильный завод ‘УРАЛ’ (Russian)
Address: 1 Avtozavodtsev Prospect, Miass, 456304, Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russian Federation
Justification: a) JSC Automobile Plant ‘URAL’ is a Russian manufacturer of trucks and one of the main suppliers of armored trucks for the Russian armed forces. Automobile Plant URAL is involved in the Russia's large vehicle Typhoon program. Typhoon is a Russian family of, Mine-Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) armored fighting vehicles (AFVs) in service since 2014. Typhoon family trucks are registered in the Russian State Arms Program. These vehicles are assembled at the Automobile Plant URAL under a state contract with the Russian Ministry of Defence. b) Ural Automobile Plant produces Ural – 4320 and Typhoon vehicles, which are being used by the Russian Armed Forces during the Russian war of aggression in Ukraine in 2022. c) The Automobile Plant URAL is therefore responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. The Automobile Plant URAL benefits from the war of aggression of Russia against Ukraine as it contributes to the supply of armored trucks to the Russian Armed Forces and benefits from the growing need for arms. Therefore, the Automobile Plant URAL is benefitting from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. Other information: a) Type of entity: Joint Stock Company b) Place of registration: Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russian Federation c) Date of registration: 22 June 2000 d) Registration number: 1027400870826 e) Principal place of business: Russia Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59133 Name: Research Design Byuro 'Novator' Spelling variant: ОПЫТНОЕ-КОНСТРУКТОРСКОЕ БЮРО ‘НОВАТОР’ (Russian)
Address: Prospekt Kosmonavtov, 18, Yekaterinburg, Sverdlovsk, Russian Federation (HQ)
Justification: a) JSC RESEARCH DESIGN BYURO ‘NOVATOR’ is a Russian company engaged in the development, production, operation and repair of long-range anti-aircraft missiles, cruise missiles, antiballistic missiles and other warfare equipment. JSC ‘NOVATOR’ provides cruise missile model 3M-54 Kalibr (also known as 3M54-1 Kalibr and 3M14 Biryuza) to the Russian Armed Forces, which is used in the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) JSC RESEARCH DESIGN BYURO ‘NOVATOR’ is therefore responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity,
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Type of entity: joint-stock company b) Principal place of business: Russia Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59167 Name: JSC Nauchnoproizvodstvennoe Obedinenie Russkie Bazovye Informacionnye Technologii (JSC RPA Rusbitech) Spelling variant: АО 'НАУЧНО-ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЪЕДИНЕНИЕ РУССКИЕ БАЗОВЫЕ ИНФОРМАЦИОННЫЕ ТЕХНОЛОГИИ' (АО 'НПО РУСБИТЕХ') (Russian)
Address: Varshavskoe sh. 26 building 11, Moscow, Russian Federation (HQ)
Justification: a) JSC RPA RUSBITECH is a Russian technology company specialising in the production of high technology solutions for Russian enforcement structures, mainly for Russian Armed Forces. Its best known product is the computer operating system called Astra Linux which is now used almost totally throughout Russian military forces. The main Russian Army Headquarters information systems are based on Astra Linux. The company is also known for manufacturing of APE-5 type command points actively used for communication in the field during Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. b) JSC RPA RUSBITECH is therefore responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Type of entity: joint-stock company b) Place of registration: Russian Federation c) Date of registration: 22.09.2008 d) Registration number: 5087746137023 e) Principal place of business: Russia Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59196 Name: JSC Concern Radio-Electronic Technologies (KRET) Spelling variant: АО 'Концерн Радиоэлектронные технологии' (КРЭТ) (Russian)
Address: Goncharnaya st., 20/1, Moscow, 109240, Russian Federation
Justification: a) Concern Radio-Electronic Technologies KRET is Russia’s major developer and manufacturer of military radio-electronic products. It is a Rostec subsidiary. It manufactured Krasukha-4 electronic warfare systems, that were used by the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation during Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. b) Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially or financially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Telephone: +7 (495) 587-70-70 b) Website: www.kret.com c) Email: info@kret.com Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59213 Name: OJSC ‘Radioavionika’ Spelling variant: ОАО ‘Радиоавионика’ (Russian)
Address: Troitskiy pr., 4, building B, Saint-Petersburg, 190005, Russian Federation
Justification: a) Radioavionika is a Russian technology sector company and arms supplier of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. b) Radioavionika developed and manufactured ‘Strelets-M’ reconnaissance, command, control and communications systems that were used by the Russian Armed Forces during Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. c) Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially or financially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Telephone: +7 (812) 607-50-50 b) Website: http://www.radioavionica.ru c) Email: info@radioavionica.ru Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59234 Name: Technodinamika Spelling variant: Технодинамика (Russian)
Address: 35, Bolshaya Tatarskaya Str., Bldg. 5, Moscow, 115184, Russian Federation
Justification: a) Technodinamika is a weapons, ammunition, chemistry and aviation
products manufacturer, and military provider of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. It is a holding company which includes more than 100 enterprises. b) Technodinamika’s subsidiary companies manufactured KBLA-IVC unmanned aerial vehicles, ISDM Zemledeliye mine-laying systems and ammunition for rockets employed in BM-27 Uragan launchers, Vikhr guided aircraft missiles and Tornado-S rocket artillery systems, that were used by the Russian Armed Forces during Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. c) Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Furthermore, it is supporting materially or benefitting from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. Other information: a) Telephone: +7 (495) 627-1099 b) Email: info@tdhc.ru c) Website: http://technodinamika.ru Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59255 Name: JSC 'Ulan-Ude Aviation Plant' Spelling variant: АО 'УЛАН-УДЭНСКИЙ АВИАЦИОННЫЙ ЗАВОД' (Russian) Address: Khorinskaya Str. 1, Ulan-Ude, 670009, Republic of Buryatia, Russian Federation Justification: a) Ulan-Ude Aviation Plant is a contracted supplier of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. b) It manufactured Mi-8AMTSh military transport helicopters which were used by the Russian Armed Forces during Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. c) Therefore, it is responsible for supporting materially actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Other information: a) Telephone: +7 (301) 248-0392 b) Website: https://rabotauuaz.ru/opredpriyatii#O_predpriyatii c) Email: uuaz@uuaz.ru Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022

SSID: 175-59275 Name: JSC 'Nizhny Novgorod Plant of the 70th Anniversary of Victory' Spelling variant: АО 'Нижегородский завод 70-летия Победы' (Russian) Address: Sormovskoye road, 21, Nizhny Novgorod, 603052, Russian Federation Justification: a) Nizhny Novgorod Plant of the 70th Anniversary of Victory is a factory within the Russian defence industry. The task of Nizhny Novgorod Plant of the 70th Anniversary of Victory is to produce advanced weapons and military equipment that ensure the implementation of the Russian State Defence Order and the State Armament Program. Such production is necessary for maintaining the overall ability of the Government of the Russian Federation to continue the war of aggression against Ukraine. The plant, inter alia, manufactures S-400, which Russia used in the war of aggression against Ukraine. b) The Nizhny Novgorod Plant of the 70th Anniversary of Victory also facilitates and encourages activities of Yunarmia, a Russian paramilitary organisation supporting Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine and spreading Russian propaganda concerning the war. c) Therefore, it is responsible for supporting, materially or financially, or benefitting from the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine. Other information: a) Telephone: 7 (831) 249-82-38 b) Email: 70Pobeda@nzslp.ru c) Website: https://nzslp.ru/ d) Type of entity: Joint Stock Company e) Place of registration: Nizhny Novgorod, Russia f) Date of registration: 26.08.2014 g) Registration number: ИНН h) Taxpayer identification number: 5259113339 i) ОГРН/main state registration number: 1145259004296 j) Principal place of business: Russia Modifications: Listed on 21 Dec 2022